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Building Department 
 

Overview 
The assembly team is in charge of designing and building the robot based on the game rules 

and the annual theme.  

The systems need to be built with a limited range of materials, with parts that could cause 

injuries to people, robots, the field or that could explode or delay the game being strictly forbidden. All 

of the mechanisms combined lead to the final product: the robot. It does, however, have to fit in a size 

box of 18 inches per side and must not weigh more than 42 pounds. 

 As far as the electrical parts are concerned, there are certain DC motors, servos, sensors and 

android devices that we are allowed to use. Having more than 8 motors and 12 servos on the robot 

would get us disqualified. 

 

Strategies 
Following the reveal of this season’s theme, we held various meetings during which we 

discussed what would and what would not be viable when building this year’s robot. 

First, we discussed this year’s theme, ranging from the overall difficulty to aspects such as how 

it would be most efficient to score points and what we should concentrate on.  

Then, we decided on the tasks that the robot must complete in a match and noted them in the 

backlog, which can be seen in the technical section at page… 

After noting the tasks that the robot must perform, we thought about the how. We discussed 

means through which we could maximize the number of points earned and, naturally, we identified the 

pluses and minuses to each of the ideas that we came up with. 

Observations made and possible solutions: 

• Robot movement around the playing field: 

o Observation: The robot must cross the field in order to collect the stones (for the 

robot’s pathing, see page I-27). Thus, it will encounter other robots. This was the case 

in previous seasons as well, but this year the bridges and the arrangement of playing 

elements make the likelihood of colliding with another robot much greater. 

o Solution: The robot must have quick and fluid movement on the field; in matches it is 

useless to have flawless working intake mechanisms, if the robot moves at a very low 

speed. 

• Chassis structure: 
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o Observation: For collecting the stones, we need a considerable amount of space in the 

center of the robot, for both the intake mechanism(s) and the stone.  

o Solution: Using a chassis similar to a tank (like the tile-runner) can be very convenient, 

because the joining elements (like churros or peanut extrusion) between the boards 

can be very easily adjusted depending on the other mechanisms. 

• Expansion hubs take a lot of space: 

o Observation: Last year we used 2 expansion hubs on our competition robot, one only 

for the drivetrain, and the other used for other mechanisms. Placing them requires a 

significant amount of space, taking into consideration the wires that must be strain 

relieved. 

o Solution: This year, the expansion hubs must be placed in a very accessible spot, so 

future rewiring is made easily. 

• Moving the foundation in the building site 

o Observation: It would prove inefficient and close to impossible to have an intake 

mechanism also capable of dragging the foundation along. 

o Solution: Build a separate mechanism that can be used in both stages of the game. 

• Placing stones on the foundation 

o Observation: A skyscraper can very easily be tipped over by any mistake made by the 

drivers during the driving period. 

o Solution: Proper driver training, a stable mechanism and choosing a pattern for a 

steadier structure of the tower. 

• Moving under the alliance skybridge 

o Observation: Points for stones delivery are awarded to teams only if the robot carries 

them while passing under the allied skybridge, which is significantly lower than the 

neutral one. 

o Solution: The height of the robot must be minimized. 

• Placing the capstone on a skyscraper 

o Observation: Placing the capstone on a skyscraper awards the team an additional point 

for each skyscraper level 

Solution: The capstone placing mechanism must reach a high height and be stable enough in 

order to not demolish the skyscraper 

Resolutions: 

• For the wheels of the drivetrain, we decided to keep using mecanum wheels, (for a more in-

depth explanation, see on page I-7, fundamentals) the main reasons being that they: 

o offer ease of motion; 

o allow the robot to achieve omnidirectional movement  
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• In order to pass under the alliance skystone, the robot height must not overcome 35 cm (33 cm 

with an error margin). 

• The mechanism for placing the stones on the foundation must reach around 50 cm when 

extended in order to build a skyscraper of maximum 4-5 stones in height. Thus, we would have 

to use a linear motion mechanism. More details can be seen at page… 

• Taking into considerations all the facts mentioned above and the experience from the past 

seasons, we came up with a very versatile and straightforward design for the chassis: first as a 

sketch, then as a CAD project. Finally, the end product was made in collaboration with a local 

CNC business (for additional information about the chassis, see page IV-2). 

 

Chassis plan 

A very important step in the developing process of the robot is to start from a solid base - this 

is the first step of any methodical plan - in this case, the base is obtaining our new chassis on which we 

would set up all future mechanisms. Our chassis is designed to be very versatile in terms of: placing the 

transmission, and a great amount of space in the center (we have a chapter dedicated to the designing 

process of the chassis, at page IV-45). 

 

Passive vs Active intake systems 

For collecting the stones, we had two options: passive or active intake; we will discuss more 

about our decision in the future chapters, with both their advantages and disadvantages; we will also 

present a few of the prototypes we came up with. 

Every aspect that we presented in this short introduction will be discussed in future chapters, 

and every conclusion will be supported on the pages mentioned. 

 

 

Key concepts 
In order to build the robot, there are some principles that we, as a team, rigorously follow. 

For a better understanding, we will dive into the profiles used, our process of attaching 
elements together and the way we power the assembly and electronics. 

 

Profiles  

First of all, when building the mechanism, we have to start with its resistance structure. 

Consequently, we always have to think of which profile we should use, basing our decision on factors 

such as their weight, resistance and volume. Therefore, our assemblies are based on: 
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Flat profile L profile U profile 

Technical drawing  

 

 

 

 

Attaching parts 

Furthermore, the parts that make up an assembly have to be attached to each other. Our main 

ways of attaching are the screws and the pop rivets. Sometimes, the best solution is to glue the 

materials to each other. 

Super glue Screws  Pop rivets 

It is the lightest option of 
attaching different 
elements to each other, 
but it doesn’t work for 
metal pieces. 

They are the best choice for element 
attaching given the fact that they can be 
easily detached.  

 
A disadvantage is that there’s a risk of 
them falling out due to vibration. To 
prevent that they are attached with 
grover and flat washers. Still, this 
solution increases the overall weight. 

Generally, the pop rivets are 
very light and at the same 
time they create a very tight 
attachment between profiles. 

 
The disadvantage is that once 
you attach them to the 
profiles they need to be cut or 
broken in order to be taken 
out. 

 

Power solutions 

Moreover, when we think of an assembly, we need a way of powering it. We either use motors 

or servo motors, according to our needs. 

 

Motor Servo motor 

Motors are usually used for assemblies that require both 
speed and power. They are really heavy, weighing about 
345 grams. Therefore, when trying to design a robot as 
light as possible it’s best to avoid using them if we are 

Servo motors are very light and can be 
used for many tasks, given the fact that 
they can be programmed to move 
anyhow. 
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capable of doing so. A major disadvantage is that they lack 
both power and speed. 

 

 

 

Transmission 

Another important aspect when building a robot is the transmission, as the assembly often 
can’t be directly tied to the motor. Therefore, the three main types of transmissions that we rely on 
are: gear-based, belt-based and chain-based.  

The transmission also gives us the possibility to create a reduction in either power or speed. 
This can prove useful in building the robot. 
 

Gear based 
transmission 

Belt based transmission Chain based transmission 

Advantages The fact that the gears 
can be directly 
attached to one 
another leads to the 
transmission overall 
requiring less space 

This is the lightest in terms 
of weight 
This produces close to no 
sound 

This system is the safest. In 
other words, the chain is 
extremely unlikely to be 
displaced from the gears. 
The gear couple is also 
guaranteed to stand still. 

Disadvantages There is the possibility 
of a loss of 
transmission if the 
gears are not kept close 
enough 
It may produce an 
unbearable noise 
It has a considerable 
weight 

The belt must be tightly held 
in tension 
Elasticity may lead to loss of 
tension in time 

The friction between the 
chain and the gears is 
considerably high 
Finding the right tension is 
difficult 
It produces noise 
It has a considerable 
weight. 
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Control unit 

Furthermore, in order to conclude any task, the motors and servo motors of the assemblies 
have to be connected to a control unit, which sends them power and information. In addition, during 
the autonomous period the robot utilizes different sensors which register different pieces of 
information, such as the color of an object and distance from a wall. As far as control units are 
concerned, we are allowed to use either the REV Expansion hub, or the Core Control Units. 

  REV Expansion Hub  Core Control Modules 

Advantages  Only two modules used 
Constant updates   
 
   

We are already used to working with 
them 

Disadvantages Different plugs 
A lot of cable adaptors  

A total of 8 modules (for motors, servos, 
sensors) 
Higher chance to disconnect  
Lack of updates 
Bigger weight 
More space occupied 

Image 

 

 

 

Wheels 

This year, just like the last one, we decided that the best option would be to use Mecanum 
wheels as we went once again over the pros and cons of each option, which could be seen in this table: 

 
 

Omni Mecanum Intake 
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Pros Fast movement 
Quick turning of the robot 

Great side movement  
Fast movement  

Great grip 
Climbing capacity due to the grip 

Cons Doesn’t move sideways easily 
Doesn’t provide a great 
climbing grip 

Big weight 
Not a good grip 

Not great at turning 
May be too much of a grip for the 
weight of the robot 
May slow down the robot due to 
the grip 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Freshmen recruiting and integration 
This season, we decided it was time to pay more attention to how we recruit people for our 

team. We came to the conclusion that if we were to garner more freshmen, we would have to improve 

our communication skills and spend more time teaching everything that they need to know before 

assigning them practical tasks. In addition, this year we thought that it would be a great idea for them 

to also work with the rookies from the programming department on the same mechanism. This way, by 

learning the basics of making a robot together, they also experience what forming a team is all about, 

ranging from the downs that might come with it, to the actual family atmosphere. 

At first there were around 27 pupils from our high school interested in joining Robo Sapiens as 

a part of the assembling department. Being so many, it meant that a lot of them had to go, so we told 

them from the beginning that if they truly desired to remain on the team, they would have to give up 

personal time and to dedicate themselves to learning from our past experiences. 

At the start of the season, before starting the recruiting process, the entire team chose to 

abide by one principle: the freshmen who would not be able to dedicate their time to robotics were 

going to leave on their own. We thought that at their age they would be mature enough to realize 

when they are overwhelmed and can no longer take part in the project and respectfully leave the team. 

This was a substantially different approach than last year, when we had a general thinning session after 

a month or two from the recruiting, where every department captain decided who should leave and 

who shall remain on the team based on each one’s attendance and level of dedication. Considering 

that this year we proposed to have a tighter connection with the unexperienced rookies and spend 

more time teaching them what everything is all about, we successfully managed to further spread the 

spirit of STEM and FIRST values, including the most important one, GRACIOUS PROFESSIONALISM. 
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After a one-hour introductory talk in the first week, we decided to split them up into three 

groups for the upcoming technical lessons. 

 

THE INTRODUCTORY TALK (25 September) 

After briefly presenting the team and its departments to every class in our school, we managed 

to recruit a large number of 45 freshmen who were interested in getting to know more about what we 

do at the assembly department.  During a meeting with mostly all of them, Alexandra and Adina held a 

presentation of the competition, of the current and past season themes and of our work environment. 

They also talked freely about our past experiences with the freshmen, about mistakes that we have 

made along the road and about what we were planning to do to make this season be the best one yet. 

At the end of the talk, we explained to them what we had in mind on how to teach them everything 

that they would need to know in order to get involved in our project. 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What we learned 

• Captivate “our 

audience” and get a 

lot of questions from 

the newcomers, right 

from the beginning of 

the “training”. 

 

 

 

 

  

• They were interested, 

but not fascinated. The 

exposure to a new 

environment caused 

them to be a little 

anxious and shy. Most 

of them were 

interested in trying new 

things, not just our 

club. 

• Not expect the newcomers 

to be interested from the 

beginning. We decided 

that, in the future, our 

approach would base more 

on the advantages brought 

by our club in their lives, 

rather than just presenting 

our team and departments. 

 

THE SCHEDULE (26-27 September) 

In these two days we made the schedule for the upcoming two to three weeks in which we 

only had learning meetings with our rookies. As previously mentioned, we split them up into three 

groups so that it would be easier for them to pay attention to what we are teaching them and to ask 

questions if anything seems unclear. 

  

LEARNING SESSIONS (30 September-13 October) 

During this period, we took record of each freshman’ s attendance to see how many of them 

were actually interested in learning about robotics and we could happily say everyone who came 

enjoyed every session. We even got great feedback too: 

“I liked it very much! Our more experienced colleagues explained very well the things we 

needed to know.”- Ana 
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“Everything was well explained and I understood it all. Throughout the process, i asked many 

questions. However, there were a lot of people. A lot of information.”- Laura 

“I liked that I have learned a lot of things I thought I would never learn. I like it a lot that they 

also teach us how to work together as a team.”- Andrei 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What we learned 

• We expected 

everyone to be 

curious and ask a 

lot of questions 

about things they 

learned during 

our sessions. 

• The freshmen seemed to be 

interested in the sessions and 

we also received a few 

questions. As the whole 

project was still new to them, 

the anxiety and shyness were 

dominant among them, but a 

few of the pack stood out. 

• Not to expect a major 

implication from the 

beginning. As the 

lessons passed we 

noticed a growth in 

interest among our 

freshmen. 

• To organise our 

thoughts and ideas 

when presenting. Our 

way of presenting was a 

bit messy and, as a 

result, our freshmen 

didn’t really understand 

what we wanted to say. 

 

TEAM WORK! (21 October- the beginning of November) 

As soon as we finished the theory sessions with the rookies, it was time for us to focus on 

making our prototype and for them to get used to working with the tools, elements and motors that 

we had previously shown them how to use. 

 

Group 1: Monday and Wednesday Group 2: Tuesday and Thursday 

Tudor, Filip, Andrei, Vlad, Mihnea, Laura, 

Horia, Razvan, Ana 

Maria, Alexandra, Betty, David, Maia, George, Rares, 

Teea, Matei, Ioana 

 

Week 1: Our freshmen started to brainstorm ideas for our prototype and also started drawing 

sketches. 

Weeks 2-3: Our freshmen started to implement their ideas and make their ideas a reality. 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What we learned 
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• Everyone to have the 

same level of 

implication. We 

expected that everyone 

wanted to prove what 

they can do to earn their 

place in the team. 

• Some of the freshmen 

proved themselves 

while others gave up 

during this period. But 

the few that remained 

helped us massively 

with our prototype. 

• To lower our 

expectations. We 

entered this phase with 

the belief that every 

single one of the 

freshmen will be active 

and not give up. 

• To try to integrate them 

better in our work. We 

think that the outcome 

of this phase was caused 

by the fact that we did 

not do a great job of 

integrating them into the 

collective. 

 

TIME FOR A CHANGE (the beginning of November)  

By this time now, a lot of the people who had joined our team left. We remained with a couple 

of hard-working, dedicated students we were happy to welcome to work alongside us on the 

competition robot. (more about what they did in the working sessions section at page III-1) 
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CAD Department 
 

 

Strategies 
This season’s main focus points were: 

• Switching to Fusion 360; 

• Prototyping and testing; 

• Working alongside the building department; 

• Time management; 

• Communication between our and the other teams; 

 
 

Fusion 360 

We heard about this program from our 
seniors. Seeing its easy UI and simple tools we 
thought it would be more optimal to change our 
main software we use for designing. We started 
learning by ourselves and by watching tutorials. It 
took us a couple of months but the progress was 
visible: faster designing time, better experience, less 
annoying bugs (which were often found in Creo - 
see designing section Creo part on page I-15) etc. 

 

Our main target with this program was the usage of a newly discovered CAD feature: Version 
Control. It basically enabled us to work anytime, anywhere, on the same project at the same time with 
other users, creating multiple versions of a certain design. The ability to edit projects no matter which 
version you want to change and see crucial things like: date when last modified, version number, files, 
projects, made a better experience for us as a team. It made working from home far more optimal and 
exciting, without the need of other third-party app like Discord or Skype. More info about how to use 
Fusion and its tools in the Programs section on page I-18. 

 

After our learning session, we continued by teaching the freshmen all they need to know about 
Fusion (see freshmen plan on page I-20). 
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Prototyping 

We wanted to work in a more efficient way than last year: that is, by trying to design as many 
systems and components as possible so that we could test even more possibilities than before. Even 
though some failed or weren’t nearly as good as we had expected, the tests were of great use: these 
prototypes helped us find the best version of components. 

 

For example, we had an arm prototype idea. The design looked like this: 

 

The idea behind it was that those two parallel U profiles would form a parallelogram when 
moving up and down, allowing the robot to pick up the object and to throw it in the designated area. 
We have seen this idea somewhere else and decided to implement it on our robot. 

As you can see, there is no way the motion would work because of its lack of motor, gears and 
axis on the upper side. We faced problems when trying to measure the distance from one gear to 
another making it difficult to implement the motor and its mount on the ‘U’ profile. Another issue we 
experienced was related to the gear’s movement as we didn’t know which ‘joint’ option we needed to 
use. At that moment, we stopped working on it and that is why it is in this unfinished state as it was not 
good enough and we had other better ideas such as the slider system. More information about the 
slider system can be found in the building department section. 

 

Simultaneous work 

Each time we had to design something, our teammates from the building department gave us 
instructions as well as indications on measurements and positionings. We still had to take into 
consideration the programming department’s ideas and suggestions regarding the robot’s phase and 
needs.  

One of the best examples is the phone support project which we designed based on the 
phone’s camera position. The integrated software called ‘Vuforia’ is an AI-based technology which 
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works just like visual sensors, helping us detect Skystones and plane coordinates. Keeping that in mind, 
when we designed the support, we left room on the back of the phone, enabling the camera to have 
perfect vision. In addition to that, we also made an angle-setter which helps us set the phone's angle 
from 90 degrees to 135 degrees. That way, it prevents the support from tilting, thus facilitating the 
proper functioning of Vuforia. More information about how we made the phone support, as well as the 
angle-setter, can be found in the working sessions. 

Cooperating proved useful as it enabled us to work simultaneously without facing the issue of 
thinking about all of the details by ourselves: essentially, it allowed us to spend less time on each 
project. Seeing practical work from our colleagues really helped us understand the process, the usage 
of components and the way the systems work. 

 

Time management 

During our previous seasons, we faced a lot of time-related issues which we decided to solve by 
using a very structured and stable program (see Agile approach on page IV-21 Non-Technical 
Notebook). Following this new set of rules, we could clearly see when to step in and take tasks that 
either were not assigned to anyone or were too demanding for a single teammate. Over time, this 
made us grow our sense of responsibility, the ability to have initiative and to be thoughtful.   

Of course, there were times when personal life, as well as school projects and exams, stepped 
in, but in the end, we managed everything well. 

 

Communication  

As team members, we faced multiple communication related problems in our last seasons. This 
led to moments when we could not get something done in time, or announce the whole team about a 
project’s stage. The last issue especially had to be solved because it is important to move on with the 
system to which it belongs and have a general flow of working. 

As of now, our CAD team is doing much better, seeing the last couple of years. We often use a 
WhatsApp group, making it easy for us to communicate at long distances. We also get along really well 
with each other, which is of great importance in a team. There were projects though, that took a bit too 
much time, including the chassis one which we started in September and ended in December. More 
information about the chassis’ project can be found in the working sessions. 
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Key concepts 
 

Designing components is a key part in the making of the robot. Our goal, as CAD team 
members, is to turn something digital into something tangible, that will later be used as an object 
which will serve a purpose on the robot. Having said that, we need special programs that satisfy our 
need and a 3D print which automatically turns virtual objects into reality. 

 

What is CAD? Computer-aided design is a way to digitally create 2D drawings and 3D models 
of real-world products before they’re ever manufactured. 

 

Explaining the process 

The first step was to discuss with the building department which usually come with the idea of 

objects. In the beginning of the season, we were referencing the objects based on our last year’s robot 

and testing them on it. After switching to the new robot, we started to modify or completely 

change them. These objects include: mounts, spur gears, supports, bearings, spacers, wheels etc. We 

make these designs based on a combination of similar metallic objects we have in store and our own 

needs so that they would fit perfectly.  

As said before, we collaborate with the building team (see simultaneous work section) and 
after we have the fundamental measurements and idea in mind, we start sketching on paper. If there’s 
no CAD member around, one of our building team colleagues takes that role and draws it for us. 
Remember: it’s just the basic sketch! After that, we assure we have all the extents and if not, we start 
calculating so it’s easy for us when we transition to the computer. 

The second step is where we are basically starting for real. Using one of the designing 
programs, we begin sketching just like on paper and after that we extrude it, turning it into a 3D object. 
Furthermore, we shape it the way we need it to look, using multiple tools and options. When we are 
done, we save it in a file on our computer or software and then transfer it on a printing 
program. Before that though, we make sure that it’s the right format and if not, we export it in a way 
the printing device can read it. 

The third step is to set the right dimensions, density, placement in the printer etc. and put the 
project on a SD card. After inserting the card into the printer, we give it a start and after a couple of 
hours of waiting (depending of the object’s size and shape) we have a final product ready to be used. 

 

Programs we use 

 

Creo 

Creo is a 3D CAD/CAM/CAE software from PTC. We’ve been using this program since day one 
and it has always helped us design effectively. It’s got a nice and simple UI which made it easier for us 
to navigate through the key features. Amongst the vast tools it packs, the ones we mostly used were: 
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• 2D drawings; 

• Sketching: line, rectangle, circle, arc, fillet, 
chamfer, offset, centerline; 

• Editing: modify, mirror, delete segment; 

• Constraints; 

• Dimension; 

• 3D modeling; 

• Shapes: extrude, revolve, sweep; 

• Engineering: hole, round, chamfer, shell etc. 

 

 

But we also liked these ones which we didn’t get to use but thought were interesting enough 
for upcoming projects: 

• Simulation & Analysis; 

• Rendering & 3D Animation; 

• Augmented Reality. 

 

To put it simple, Creo is a multi-functioning software which holds a diverse set of tools 
and features, sustainable for every type of 3D modeler like us. Its sustainability comes from the fact 
that it’s a relatively easy software to learn, that doesn’t require extreme effort, making it perfect for 
beginners. Unfortunately, even though it sounds as it doesn’t have any flaws, our main problem with it 
was the amount of annoying bugs and lagging it offered sometimes. This season, as mentioned in the 
strategy section, we decided to try something new and experience a not so different program which 
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holds a very important feature like no other software does.  

 

AutoCAD 

AutoCAD is a 3D CAD software from Autodesk that 
provides a lot of interesting features we’ve never seen and 
tried before (even up until now):  

• AutoCAD Architecture; 

• AutoCAD Mechanical; 

• AutoCAD Electrical; 

• AutoCAD Map 3D; 

• etc. 

 

In a nutshell, AutoCAD provides great features for any type of drawings, especially 2D designing 
such as floor plans. It offers a lot of technical usage as well as architectural advantages that no 
other software has to show. In practice, it would be a great software for testing electrical and 
mechanical usage, but in reality, the thing that holds it down is the clunky UI which confused many of 
us. Seeing that learning it for good as a daily software for designing might be a nuisance and take a lot 
of time and effort, we decided to drop it and try to find a better alternative for this season. 

 

The main options we used were as follows: 

• Draw: line, polyline, circle, arc; 

• Modify: move, copy, mirror, scale, trim, fillet, array; 

• Annotation: dimension; 

• Layers; 

• Utilities: measure; 

• etc. 
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Fusion 360      

Fusion is also an AutoDesk product, made for every kind of use you could think of. It serves the 
purpose of all-in-one software, making designing easier for us. Just like we mentioned in a previous 
section (see strategy-fusion part), our main decision as to why we should switch on to Fusion was the 
addition of Version Control. Multiple people working on the same project meant for us less 
stressful sessions and it gave us comfort and security. 

 
Fusion’s best features include: 

• 3D modeling; 

• Design; 

• Electronics; 

• Data management; 

• Collaboration; 

• Rapid Prototyping; 

• Generative Design; 

• Simulation; 

• Documentation; 

• Manufacturing; 

 

Figure 1 - AutoCAD UI 
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After a couple of months of learning, we finally got a grip of Fusion and started using as our 
main software. Even though we can’t fully say we are pros at it, we are looking forward to trying all the 
features in the upcoming summer break and next season.  

The ones we used almost every time were:  

• Sketch: line, 2-point rectangle, center diameter circle, mirror, sketch dimension; 

• Modify: fillet, trim, offset; 

• Constraints; 

• Inspect; 

• Create: Extrude, Revolve, Hole, Rectangular Pattern,  

• 3D Modify: fillet, shell, combine, split body, move/copy; 

• Assemble: new component, joint. 

The “new component” and “joint” options were especially useful since the 1st one allowed us 
to convert existing bodies into components and create new ones and the 2nd enabled positioning 
components relative to one another and defining the relative motion. There wasn't a single assembly 
where we didn’t use “joint”. The “rectangular pattern” was useful for objects that required a lot 
of small repeated details and it saved us a lot of work. 

Another neat feature is the technical drawing which helped us a few times during this season. 

For instance, we used this tool after designing the chassis profiles because the CNC which we sent it to 

requested us to make a drawing as well. The same went for the bushings which were made by a turner 

found by us.   

The most common design feature that turns objects into 3D parts is ‘extrude’, which can in 

some situations be replaced by ‘press pull’ as well. 

Figure 2 - Fusion UI 
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3D Printer 

This was a major problem during our first part of the season as our printer was old and kept 
having certain issues. For instance, there were moments when it would not work at all or when it 
would not print correctly, wasting precious material. In December, we bought a new one with money 
earned through sponsorships. Since then, we have had a great time using it. The material we use is a 
plastic fiber that comes in different colors. Said plastic is either rigid: PLA (polylactic acid) and ABS 
(acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) or flexible: Smartfill flex. 

 The printer model we have is the CraftBot which comes with great features such as: 

• a heatable and removable build platform; 

• interactive printing; 

• custom hardware and firmware: CraftWare; 

• precision printing; 

 

 

 

Freshmen recruiting and integration 
This year, we have decided to welcome new people from various classes in our school. The 

result was spectacular: 27 high schoolers applied for the CAD team, from which only a few remained 
until the very end. The goal was to pass on our knowledge and accumulated experience from the past 
years. 

Essentially, the sustainability plan was the driving force behind our actions for this season’s 
rookies. More info about the sustainability plan can be found in the non-technical notebook on page IV-

28.   

Presentation and goals 

The first step was promoting the robotics team through representatives and presenting the 
general idea and concept to freshmen. Then, when we got the full completed list of potential CAD 
department members, we decided to make a WhatsApp group chat which really helped us 
communicate with every single one of them and announce the sessions.  

We had our first meeting on the 26th of September, where almost everybody showed up. 
During this gathering we explained the basics and the programs we use: Creo, AutoCAD and a newly 
discovered one: Fusion 360 from Autodesk. As we explained in the strategy section above, Fusion will 
be our main focus this season.  

Our ultimate goal with this program was to have a better experience while designing, since it’s 
easy to understand interface, while also making a more attractive work environment for the freshmen. 

 

Schedule 

We continued by asking them when they would be available to meet up for further instruction.  
Some quit right away, telling us that their reason is the lack of time or the involvement in other 
departments.  
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We started sending various clips of tutorials and basic mechanics as well as downloading links 
for all the programs. Although the freshmen faced a couple of installing problems, they eventually 
made it.  

We had to agree on a fixed program, thus dividing them into three groups (3 to 5 per group). 
Each group was supposed to meet once every two weeks, whereas in the weeks they had a break, we 
gave them beginner exercises to practice the tools. The purpose of these sessions/trainings was to 
teach them basic notions and observe them discover by themselves, gaining a better understanding of 
the CAD tools. 

 
 The schedule looked like this: 

Day of the week and time Name 

Wednesday 1330 Ioana, Denisa, Alexia, Cristian, Alecu, Arina 

Thursday 1430 Irina, Daria, Vlad, Mihnea, Alexandra S 

Friday 1330 David, Alexandra M, Rares, Dania, Alexia 

 

Progress 

From September to November, as things progressed, we have started to see our newbies’ 
potential and availability. Thus, we started giving them more important tasks which were related to this 
year’s robot while watching over their progress. 

 

 
Figure 3 - low C profile 
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Figure 4 - Chassis plate 

 

 
Figure 5 - Chain 

 

 
Figure 6 
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Figure 7 - Encoder mount 

 

To our disappointment, some newcomers didn’t show sustained interest and we ended up with 
5 final members from which only one ‘made it’ into the official team (Mihnea), as his effort during this 
season was considerable, helping us with bigger tasks like the chassis. (see chassis section on page IV-
2).  

Another considerable thing is that during this period we advised the freshmen to work 
alongside the building team to get a better idea of what they should design and help prototype 
important components. 

By December, all the other teams, including the CAD team stabilized the freshmen situation 
and got to know who is actually willing to help as much as they can. 

 

Working Sessions 

Rookies Session #1 

Date: 9, 10, 11 October 
Attendance: Denisa, Ioana, Cristian, Irina, Daria, Vlad, Mihnea, Alexandra S 

 

In this session we wanted to explain the basic tools in Creo and AutoCAD, as well as giving them 

a glimpse of what Fusion is. 

 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

We expected quick learning from 
the rookies as well as facing 
potential questions from them. 

A relatively positive response 
from the freshmen.  
Fast learning and working. 

Always reach out to them using 
the WhatsApp group. 
Communication is the key. 
Having a positive feedback is 
essential.  
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In the table below, you will notice a few tasks we thought were relevant enough to include for 

this first session: 

Task Completed Incomplete 

Viewing the tutorials X 
 

Downloading the programs 
 

X 

Exploring the features by themselves X 
 

Using the group chat, we were able to periodically check the status of the tasks. We remarked 

a few of the freshmen which had more questions regarding the programs’ UI and tools such as Fusion’s 

‘Rendering’ option. The newcomers faced quite some problems when acquiring some of the application 

license so we had to wait more than we anticipated, but after the second session everyone was set. 

 

Rookies Session #2 

Date: 23, 24, 25 October 
Attendance: Ioana, Cristian, Daria, Vlad, Mihnea, Irina, Alexandra S, Dania 

A few weeks before we sent them some project ideas: motor mounts, U and X profiles, axis, 

cylindrical reels etc. The idea was to evaluate their results and give them advice. 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

We expected them to 
have some difficulties. 

As presumed, there were some small 
problems, which we solved in our 
workshop. 
We were genuinely happy about their 
progress and involvement overall. 

Giving them constant tasks 
helps them improve over 
time. 
To help the rookies when 
facing problems. 

During this period (from the 15th of October) we welcomed the freshmen in our workshop to 

start practicing some of the tasks we gave them, that were then brought up the days the sessions were 

programmed. The list here shows how we dealt with their problems. 

 

Problem Solution 

Doing the measurements Depending of the project’s difficulty, the measurements confused 
some of the freshmen and so, we had to help them at times 

Making grooves for the 
cylindrical reel 

Going through ‘create’ and then ‘thread’ 

Designing the “flowers” 
pattern of the U profile 

Going through ‘sketch’ and then ‘mirror’ or ‘circular pattern’ 

Rounding the chassis’ edge Going through ‘modify’ and then ‘fillet’ 

Using the correct joints for the Going through ‘assemble’, ‘joint’ and then ‘revolute’ 
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chain 

In general, our freshmen did not face any major or frequent problems. The last two were 

related to tasks that were assigned in the last part of this season. 

 

Rookies Session #3 

Date: 6, 7, 8 November 
Attendance: Mihnea, Irina 

This session was different. We let them choose some tasks on our planning they wanted to be a 

part of and work together with the whole team. Plus, we told them to attend more and more of our 

daily meetings in the context of including them in the main team.  

 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

We thought they might not have 
enough time to be a part of the tasks. 

Good presence and will to 
help with the tasks. 

Inclusion is very important in 
generating members.  

Although it didn’t necessarily happen during this session’s period, we still let the newcomers 

choose tasks whenever they wanted to help. A few from the chart below were even assigned later this 

season (January-March). 

Task Attendance 

Gripper prototype Mihnea, Irina, Daria 

Transmission chain Dania, Alexia, Ioana, Mihnea 

Capstone Mihnea 

 

Closing remarks and feedback  

In the end, we concluded our freshmen situation by discussing who’s going to remain in the 
official team. After all this process, we welcomed two new official members! They were super excited 
about it and we were glad we could help them find their true skills as this will be important in their 
near future. 

 

We also got multiple people’s feedback: 

“I appreciated the help I got whilst learning the CAD program and I also cherish all the 

friendships I made during this time” Mihnea said 

“I love the fact that everyone is friendly and willing to help.” Dania said 
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“I like the atmosphere in general. I learnt great new things and when I was in trouble, someone 

would always help me out.”  Alexia said 

“It’s not about what you know or what you can do on your own, it’s about the initiative, 

dedication, cooperation, team work. I have never felt excluded nor ignored in this club. Everyone 

patiently taught me how to complete my tasks and they have always included me in the whole process. 

Furthermore, the atmosphere feels nice and friendly overall.” Irina said 

“It has been a crazy experience until now.” Ioana said  
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Programming 
Department 

 

Strategies 
After this year’s theme reveal, we had multiple meetings with the assembly department in 

which we discussed what mechanisms had to be used on the robot and how they were to be 

implemented within our code. 

Based on the resolutions the assembly department came up with (you can find them at page x 

of the assembly journal), we took upon the following tasks: 

• Design basic movement for the robot (drive, strafe, rotate) 

• Code subsystems (Foundation Catcher, Lifting System, Intake Mechanism, Skystone 

Arm) 

• Create a Skystone recognition system (With either Color Sensors or Image Recognition 

AI) 

• Implement the Odometry System (you can read more at page x of the assembly 

journal) 

With these tasks in mind, we designed our strategies for both the Driver and the Autonomous 

periods of the match. Ideally, because of our decision to invest into the Odometry System, the 

Autonomous period would always play the same, thus securing a consistent source of points. The 

Driver also had to have the option of toggling between fast or slow movement, to accommodate both 

the fast strafes across the terrain, and the precise movement required to place Stones on the 

foundation. It also had to allow access to the Foundation Catcher, the Lifting System, and the Intake 

Mechanism, as to allow the manipulation of Stones on the Foundation. 

Therefore, our strategies looked like this:    

 

 Autonomous Mode Strategies 

The autonomous period is the moment when the robot is asked to perform a set of tasks on its 
own for 30 seconds. In this phase of the game, the robot has to reposition the Foundation, which 
will earn the alliance 10 points, and move stones from the Loading zone into the Building Zone, 
which earns 10 points if the first two stones are Skystones, otherwise only earning two points. 
There is also the option of placing stones on the Foundation, which earns 4 points for each stone 
placed. At the end of the game, one can park under the alliance bridge for an additional 5 points. 

For this period of the game, our team thought of 2 main strategies: one when starting on the 

Loading Zone or starting on the Building Zone. 
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Strategies when starting on Loading Zone: 

Starting aligned to the wall, the robot would move to the 

first group of Stones (closer to the Bridge), and find the Skystone. If 

found, it will then move it to the Building Zone. If not, it will 

proceed to the second set. The same procedure repeats, and then 

the robot will park below the Bridge. 

Supposing both Skystones are moved, this Autonomy would 

grant our alliance 25 points. 

To the right, there is a QR code redirecting to a video of this 

autonomous OpMode. 

Below is a visual representation of all cases undertaken by this Autonomy:  

 

 

 

Strategies when starting on Building Zone: 

Starting aligned to the wall, we would move close to the Foundation and rotate 90 degrees so 

that we can latch onto the Foundation and drag it into the Building Site. afterwards we would park 

under the Bridge. This strategy was used with the Demo Robot (read more about it on page...). Due to 

the lockdown, we did not have enough time to program an autonomous for the competition robot. 

Supposing the Foundation was pulled correctly, this Autonomy would grant our alliance 15 

points. 

Below is a visual representation of this Autonomy: 

 

https://app.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/685ac023-e876-4614-af30-31dee6a4e8d8/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=1318&s=595.4399999999999
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Driver Mode Strategies 

The driver period is the moment when the robot is controlled by two drivers, performing tasks 
according to their will. In this phase of the game, the robot has to take Stones from the Loading 
Zone Depot and carry them into the Building Zone, earning 1 point per Stone. Putting them on 
the Foundation can be done in two ways: placing them individually, earning 1 point per Stone, or 
stacking them, forming a Skyscraper, which will in turn earn 2 points for each level of the tallest 
Skyscraper at the end of the game. Also, there is the option of placing a customizable Capstone 
on any tower, which will reward 5 points when placed on a Skyscraper, and an additional point 
for each level of the Skyscraper it was placed on.  During the endgame, a robot has the option 
of pulling the Foundation out of the Building Site, earning 15 points. As for parking the robot, it 
can partially touch the Building Site, earning 5 points. 

 

Based on this, we figured that the ideal match would look like this: 

• Pull the remaining 4 Stones from the Loading Zone and place them on the Building Foundation 

• Manage to place another 3 stones, so as to form a 7-level tall Skyscraper 

• Place our custom-made Capstone atop 

• Slowly remove the Building Foundation from the Building Site 

• Park our robot in the Building Site 

This would give our alliance a total of 60 points, not counting the Autonomous Mode. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on our best-case scenario, our Strategy would earn the alliance a whopping 75/85 

points, but everything had to play in our favor. 

 

  

https://app.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/72b6a3a8-ae93-403f-84c4-bfffbced5460/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=149&s=595.4399999999999
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Key concepts 
 

The main task 

The programming team is in charge of writing the code, making it possible for the robot to 

actually move its mechanisms. There are two main periods in the game, the Autonomous and Driver-

Controlled one. The former requires the robot to perform a set of given tasks on its own for 30 seconds 

whereas the latter requires the robot to move according to the input given by the Driver to the Driver 

Controller, executing commands for 2 minutes. 

 

Coding language used 

The coding language used is “Java”, which is an object-oriented language. This makes it much 

easier for the members of the programming team to 

code, because the concept of class inheritance is often 

used. 

Briefly, the aforementioned concept allows you 

to share functions and methods in different classes, as 

long as they have got the same superclass, a class which 

they inherit characteristics from.  

Class inheritance is truly at its peak in the 

Autonomous Mode. Suppose, for instance, that a team 

has six different Autonomous Strategies, with all six of 

them requiring to walk for 20 centimeters. Had it not been for this concept, the team would have been 

forced to copy the walk function six times instead of simply sharing it among the six different classes, 

each created for a different strategy. 

 

Applications used 

Android Studio 

As far as the coding application is concerned, the 

programming team uses “Android Studio”, which is especially 

designed for building and running Android applications. This is 

extremely important due to the fact that the applications that phones 

need for running the robot are only available to phones who run on 

Android.  
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Github. Source Tree. 

The fact that there is more than just one person coding and that the code needs to be 

frequently debugged led the team to realizing just how important GitHub and Source Tree are. 

 

 

What is GitHub?  

GitHub is a platform created for uploading code on a remote server and making it accessible to 

other people. There are many utilities, such as pushing or uploading the current code version, pulling a 

certain version available on the remote and even creating branches, which means creating a copy of a 

certain code version. The last aspect is an extremely important one, as it allows team members to 

modify code while making sure that the current version is not altered. In other words, it leaves room 

for error – changes can be made, but in case they end up causing more harm than good, you can switch 

back to an older version. 

Unfortunately, there is a 

major downfall to GitHub: it is not 

newbie-friendly in the slightest. 

There are, however, programs 

which are made for simplifying 

everyone’s user experience 

through a more intuitive and 

friendly user interface.  

Realizing that many future 

department members will have 

little to no experience in actual 

programming, it has been decided 

that opting for one of such 

applications, Source Tree, would 

be a valid option. 

 

What is Source Tree?  

 Essentially, Source Tree is an application interface for accessing GitHub. Its major plus 

is the fact that things such as pushing, pulling and cloning code is much more intuitive. Therefore, it 

eases the learning process for new members. 

 

Figure 8 - Github Site 
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Figure 9 - SourceTree UI 

 

 

 

Uploading the code 

Having mentioned this 

aspect, the main question that 

might arise is how the robot 

actually starts moving. It all lies 

down in two apps installed on 

two different phones: the FTC 

Robot Controller and the FTC 

Driver Station. 

The former is 

responsible for storing the code. 

After installing the app on one 

of the two phones and coding 

on the computer, all needed is 

to connect the phone to the PC 

that the code is on through USB. 

If done correctly, running the 

code on Android Studio will 

open the app on the phone and 

upload said code on it.  Afterwards, the phone needs to be 

connected to the robot’s motherboard via a USB cable.  Based on the code currently uploaded on this 

phone, instructions will be sent to the motherboard. In other words, the phone which has this 

application is the “brain” of the robot.  

The latter allows us to choose between the Autonomous Mode and the Driver Mode through 

the phone. Moreover, it is capable of receiving input from the controllers via USB connection. However, 

for the robot to actually execute any instruction, the data must be received by its motherboard. In 

order for this to happen, the two phones have to be connected through direct WI-FI. This way, the 
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input that the second phone receives from the controller will be sent to the first via WI-FI, which will, 

according to the code currently uploaded, send instructions to the motherboard. That is to say, the 

drivers are a “remote”, and the FTC Driver Station is responsible for keeping the “remote” and the 

“brain” connected. 

 

Freshmen recruiting and integration 
For a better understanding of how this year’s recruitment was carried out, please check out our 

sustainability plan at page IV-28 of the non-technical notebook. 

Having learned from last season’s recruiting strategy, we decided that if we were to garner 

more freshmen, we would have to spend more time training them face to face, rather than giving them 

learning resources and helping them, had they any questions. Moreover, this year we decided to assign 

them tasks which no longer put emphasis on algorithmic thinking, but on how simple mechanisms of a 

robot are programmed. 

We were amazed to see that this year we had a whopping 47 recruits that wanted to become 

part of the programming department. Naturally, it meant that a lot of them had to go. However, the 

few that were to remain had to prove that they were ready to give up personal time and dedicate 

themselves to learning from our past experiences. 

Now, the principle we chose to abide by is that the freshmen who would not be able to 

dedicate a part of their time to robotics were going to leave on their own. This was a substantially 

different approach than last year, when we had a selection test 4 weeks after recruiting - yet it proved 

effective: out of the 47 initial freshmen, 10 remained. In addition, by having weekly training sessions 

with them, we believe that even the ones who eventually tapped out got to learn some new 

programming concepts. Considering that most freshmen had never encountered programming before, 

we consider this a success, as we managed to further spread the spirit of STEM and FIRST values. 

 Bearing the initially large number of freshmen in mind, after giving an introductory talk in the 

first week, we decided to split them into 4 groups with which we would hold weekly training and 

workshop sessions on different days of the week. Hence after Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and 

Friday classes would end, at least one member of our programming department would be responsible 

for teaching the aspiring Robo Sapiens members programming concepts that they would need. 

 

 The introductory talk (September 24) 

During this meeting, we held a presentation of the competition, of the current and past 

seasons themes and of our work environment. We thoroughly enjoyed sharing our past experiences 

with the freshmen and we feel that we have managed to convey what the FTC journey means to us. 

We have also shared with them what our plans for this season are and how we planned on 

teaching them what they would need in order to get involved. 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

Our freshmen were introduced 

in the world of FTC, and they 

Our freshmen were introduced 

in the world of FTC, and they 

These lessons, however easy, 

would take at least two hours to 
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knew what this year’s theme 

required 

knew what this year’s theme 

required 

go through. 

 

 Seeing code come to life (October 1 - 4) 

The aim of this teaching session was to help the freshmen understand how the code that they 

were eventually going to learn how to write could lead to a robot capable of moving and performing 

the tasks that this year’s theme required. 

Therefore, we first showed them the electrical components of the robot - things such as the 

power control module, the servo controller and the motor controller - and explained how they worked 

together. Naturally, we also let them see the motors, servos and sensors. 

 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

Our freshmen would get 

a proper feel of what the 

programming department was 

to work with 

Our freshmen saw a few 

electrical components working 

and got their hopes high for the 

future 

Practical application 

served well for getting the 

freshmen to ask questions. 

 

Presenting Version Control (October 8 - 11) 

This task presented the freshmen with the way we develop our code, and how we can keep 

track of all changes made, without having to copy over the code on a USB stick or sending it over the 

web. 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

Our freshmen would be 

able to make their own FTC 

project, and write their own 

code henceforth 

Our freshmen got to 

play around with version 

control, and learn how 

SourceTree works 

Some freshmen, 

although dedicated to come to 

our lectures, would need more 

guidance than others 

 

 

Ease of life with functions (October 15 - 18) 

This lecture, we explained a concept that we use extensively in our code: functions. Our use for 

functions is to reduce the lines of code used by creating general cases of code, that modify when 

performing certain tasks. For example: it is much easier to create a function that takes the speed of the 

robot as a parameter, rather than telling each individual motor to go forwards at a certain speed. 

They are also much more flexible to use. If you want to make the robot go a little bit slower, 

you can modify one parameter, instead of four individual motors. 
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Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

Our freshmen would understand 
the efficiency of functions, and 
how you can make more 
commands (i.e. make a motor spin) 
all at once. 

Our freshmen 
learned what a 
function is, and 
applied it in their 
code. 

If we were to check everyone’s code 
individually, it would take a long 
time, so we decided to make a 
singular sourcetree project for all 
freshmen. 

 

Classes and object-oriented programming (October 22 - 25) 

During this lesson, we had a small discussion with each group about what they think that 

classes could be used for in the robots we make. Their response was that we could put all the chunky 

parts of code (motor mapping, setting encoders) in a new class, and all classes derived from that would 

use the mother class. 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

Our freshmen could make 

classes for autonomous, 

driver mode and hardware 

mapping 

Our freshmen learned the main 

differences between C++ (main 

school programming language) 

and Java 

Having an abstract representation of 

a definition and then giving an 

example was better than just 

exemplifying theory 

 

 Inheritance, Polymorphism and keywords (October 29th – November 1st) 

After our last lesson, we continued explaining how to inherit classes, override functions created 

in parent classes to better suit our use for them in the child classes and gave a brief talk on a few 

keywords, such as static, private, and public. 

Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

Our freshmen would 

understand how and why 

classes inherit from each other, 

and how to make their classes 

work as a single code 

Our freshmen would 

understand how and why 

classes inherit from each other, 

and how to make their classes 

work as a single code 

We proved that having an 

abstract representation of a 

definition and then an example 

further was a good way of 

presenting code.  

 

Work in the field (November 05 - 08) 

By this time, many of the freshmen that entered decided to leave, leaving us with the most 

dedicated bunch.  

Coinciding with this, we also started working on prototypes, such as claws that would catch our 

cubes, and a tray-moving mechanism. We tasked freshmen both from programming and engineering to 

work together in finding new mechanisms and programming them. 
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Expected outcome Actual outcome What did we learn 

The freshmen would get to 
know their future team 
members better and work 
together from here on in. 

The freshmen worked 
together but didn’t quite 
bond together as initially 
expected. 

We would have to tell the 
rookies when we were 
planning to code, so they 
knew when to come and 
practice. 

 

Closing remarks and freshmen feedback 

Overall, we believe that this year’s freshmen recruiting and integration strategy was more 

efficient than the approach we used last year. Thus, in the end, we ended up welcoming 4 

programming freshmen as volunteers, which is twice the number that we had in the previous season. 

Since this fact assures the continuity of our robotics club, we are overjoyed. 

We even had the opportunity to receive some constructive feedback, which we will definitely 

apply for the next season: 

 

 ‘Getting a grasp on everything seemed difficult in the beginning, as there was a lot of content to 

understand. However, I eventually managed to catch up. I really dig the atmosphere and the flexible 

schedule. A suggestion for handling the next year’s freshmen better would be to give them more 

practical tasks to do at home and to call them to the workshop more often - even when it is just you 

working. These things might help them learn everything more quickly, either by applying the newly 

gained knowledge or by seeing it be applied by others. ‘ - Alexia Tanislav 

 

 ‘People work a lot in the workshop, which I really like. I also dig the friendly atmosphere and the 

fact that seniors are really patient with us. I feel like I got a much better understanding of everything 

when getting to code alongside seniors. For instance, I understood the programming of the claw 

mechanism really well, because I would get help whenever needed, a fact which allowed me to 

understand the theoretical part more easily. I find this approach better than simply giving us home 

tasks, as many of us were slightly overwhelmed in the beginning’  - Arina Smochina



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. THE ROBOT 
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Overview of the 
final robot 

 

The aim of this section is to provide a quick look at the final version of the robot.  

 

From a mechanical point of view: 
Its main assemblies are as follows: 

 

The chassis: 

It is the main framework of the robot, supporting the other systems, and providing 

movement on the field. In order to make a base that is versatile and could properly suit our 

needs, we chose to get it custom made from aluminum at a local CNC lab. 

The project for this is presented on page IV-45, CAD section. Moreover, the progress of 

this assembly is outlined in the meeting and sprints section of this notebook. An in-depth 

description of the final chassis can be found at page IV-2, chapter “Chassis”, building section.  

 

Odometry: 

This is a system that significantly decreases the error produced by the motors’ 

encoders. It is used by the programming team to calculate the proper location on the field.  

For these, we used two encoders representing the perpendicular axes. To find the full 

description of how this works and how we implemented it, visit page IV-14, chapter 

“Odometry”, building section. 

 

Intake and outtake systems: 

These are two complementary mechanisms with the same goal: to collect the stones 

from the field and to place them on the foundation.  

It is worth noting that the intake system is an active one - the reason we chose this may 

be found at page IV-7, in the Meetings and sprints section. 
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Moreover, the outtake system would allow us to build a skyscraper of up to 7 stones - 

more details may be found on page IV-9, in the “outtake mechanism” chapter. Unfortunately, 

due to the pandemic, work on this subsystem was halted and we could not finish it. 

 

Secondary systems: 

 These are systems that perform tasks that could otherwise be fulfilled by the other 

mechanisms. Having only one purpose, each system allows the robot to perform some of its 

duties simultaneously. 

The Skystone arm picks and moves Skystones during the autonomous period. 

The Foundation grabber helps move the foundation around the field. 
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The Tape measure mechanism eases the task of parking the robot either during the 

autonomous period or the endgame. Bear in mind that a robot is considered parked if any of its 

parts is sitting above the parking zone. This subsystem too was not finished due to the 

lockdown. 

 For the dedicated chapter about these systems, visit page IV-17, building section. 

 

From a programming point of view: 
The functionality of the robot is as follows: 

 

The robot can move 

 

Holonomically (that is in every direction without rotating) and can rotate. During the 

Driver-Controlled period, the robot moves based on input from the joysticks (as seen below). 

During the Autonomous period, we use trajectories to plot the route that the robot should 

follow. These trajectories are constructed in code, before compiling it and then followed by the 

robot upon execution. Examples and more information on this can be found in the section 

“Code Evolution”, under “After Refactoring”, on page IV-27. 

 

The code allows the robot to move at any angle and combine the holonomic 

movement with a rotation at the same time to create complex movements that save time. 

All movement is optimized with PID control. Read more about it on page IV-41. 

 

The robot can move its subsystems 

    All of the subsystems presented above (the skystone arm and the foundation 

grabber) are fully functional and can be controlled not only in the driver mode but in the 

autonomous mode as well. 
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    Adding or removing functionality for new subsystems is very easy, due to the code 

layout that we chose and are really proud of. A detailed explanation of this layout is given on 

page IV-29 and page IV-38. 

 

The robot can identify the skystone 

Mostly used in the autonomous period, our robot makes use of the Vuforia AI to 

identify the skystone from the other stones. This process runs on a separate thread (read about 

multithreading on page IV-38) from the other tasks the robot has to do, in order to optimize 

the movement. 

Using the aforementioned functions, we built one autonomous OpMode that 

completes the tasks from the Loading Zone: detecting & delivering Skystones and parking 

under the bridge. This autonomous scores 25 points if both Skystones are delivered correctly. 

However, if something goes wrong (one skystone is not visible, it has been moved, the robot 

derails from its trajectories), it has a failsafe mechanism so that we score the maximum 

possible points. 

This autonomous was optimized since the last milestone (read about it on page II-11). 

Not only it moves faster, but it does not get stuck and cause an error either. 

Here is a state diagram of this autonomous: 

 

Here is a QR code redirecting to a video of this 

autonomous scoring 15 points. In this video, you can see the 

failsafe mechanism in action. The second skystone is not 

detectable (due to bad lighting). The robot correctly identifies 

and picks the first skystone, delivers it, then checks for the 

second one. After 5 seconds of idleness have passed, the robot 

concludes that it’s better to park under the bridge. If it had not 

done so, we would have lost the bonus 5 points and we would 

have started in an illegal position (because in the corner it was 

stationed in there is the enemy loading site). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjGjkmmB-94 
PLM CANTARET ARMONIOS TODO 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjGjkmmB-94
https://app.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/685ac023-e876-4614-af30-31dee6a4e8d8/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=1318&s=595.4399999999999
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Robot Evolution 
 

Robot engineering strategy 
 

Last year, our approach resembled more to a Defined Process Control model. With this model, 

the engineering process is composed of a well-defined set of steps. When we are in an environment 

with relatively low volatility that can be easily predicted, given the same inputs, a defined process 

should produce the same output every time based on its repeatability and predictability nature. The 

defined process has the following characteristics: 

• Command and Control 

• Plan for what you expect to happen 

• Enforce the plan, sometimes regardless of change condition 

• Use change control because change is expensive 

This kind of processes have very low tolerance for complex environments, where changes can 

appear at any time, like our team’s environment is.  

Therefore, this season, with the help of coach Liliana, we tried another approach, more similar 

to the empirical process control approach. 

 

Empirical process control approach 

Empirical process control theory, or empiricism, asserts that knowledge comes from 

experience and making decisions based on what is known. In empirical process control, you expect the 

unexpected. With defined process control, every piece of work is understood. In an empirical process 

progress is based on observation and experimentation instead of detailed, upfront planning and 

defined processes. Using empirical process control is working in a fact-based, experience-based, and 

evidence-based manner that control is exercised through inspection, adaptation.  The Empirical Process 

Control has the following characteristics: 

• Learn as we progress 

• Expect and embrace change 

• Inspect and adapt using short development cycles 

• Estimates are indicative only and may not be accurate 

• Three pillars uphold every implementation of empirical process control: transparency, 

inspection, and adaptation.  
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Transparency  

Significant aspects of the process must be visible to those responsible for the outcome. 

Transparency requires those aspects be defined by a common standard so observers share a common 

understanding of what is being seen.  

For example  

• A common language referring to the process must be shared by all participants; and,  

• Those performing the work and those inspecting the resulting increment must share a common 

definition of “Done”.  

Inspection  

The various aspects of the process must be inspected frequently enough so that unacceptable 

variances in the process can be detected. The frequency of inspection has to take into consideration 

that all processes are changed by the act of inspection. The other relevant factor is the skill and 

diligence of the people inspecting the work results. 

Adaptation  

If an inspector determines that one or more aspects of a process deviate outside acceptable 

limits, and that the resulting product will be unacceptable, the process or the material being processed 

must be adjusted. An adjustment must be made as soon as possible to minimize further deviation. 

*** 

In the following sub-sections, we present the evolution of the robot by the different milestones 

that resulted in relevant learnings and adaptations. 
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Milestone #1 – Quantum Demo  
Assembly Department 

We decided to use the chassis from last season and 

equip it with mechanisms suitable for this year’s theme.  

      The mechanisms used at the Quantum Demo 

are represented by a mechanism that is used to quickly 

move stones from the loading zone to the building zone 

(see Figure 10), made mostly to facilitate the autonomous 

mode, but proved useful in the driving period as well.  

The other is an active system used for collecting the 

stone and placing it on the foundation.  

OBJECTIVES for the next milestone: 

• Improve the mechanisms, now knowing their 

obvious flaws 

•  Add a mechanism with the purpose of moving the 

foundation, because the one used for moving the 

stone is not a sustainable alternative for this 

application. 

To see a detailed image of these mechanisms, see page IV-19, “demo robot” and to see the 

progress of this robot, step by step, start from page III-8, Meetings and sprints section.  

 

Programming Department 

During the autonomous, our robot was capable of dragging the foundation into the parking 

zone and of parking under the allied bridge. For seeing the exact thinking process, you may see the 

diagram below and read the working sessions from the first sprint to the fourth sprint, beginning at 

page III-13. 

 Here is a state-diagram for this autonomous mode: 

     
    

 
 

Figure 10 - Top down view 

https://app.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/72b6a3a8-ae93-403f-84c4-bfffbced5460/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=149&s=612
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Milestone #2 – Qube Demo 
Assembly Department 

After the pretty unsuccessful, this demo was expected to give our department a morale boost 

in terms of mechanism functionality. We say this because the overall robot may look very similar, but 

the changes brought are key in the good operation of the robot. 

The final result of the demo is pleasing, including a skyscraper constructed from 4 stones in 

height, showing the undeniable progress of our robot. 

Here are the changes brought to our systems: 

• The gripper’s ability to catch and maintain a stone 

Change: For strengthening the finger we could either use a narrow sheet of 2mm aluminum 

Tetrix flat profile, overlap another piece of plexiglass or use a thicker type. We decided to cut new 

brackets of 4 mm plexiglass. 

• The swinging of the gripper  

• Mechanism for moving the foundation 

• Mechanism for picking stones during the autonomous 

 OBJECTIVES for the next milestone: 

• Continue the work to our main robot 

• Keep this alternative as a stable for future demos, changing the mecanum wheels with either 

omni or stealth wheels, because we do not have enough mecanum for 2 robots. 

To further understand the progress of this robot, you may want to look at page IV-19, “demo 

robot” chapter.  Also, to follow the methodical process that brought us to this point, start from page III-

1, Meetings and sprints section. 
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Programming Department 
We believe that the state of the robot during this milestone is a great improvement compared 

to the first milestone’s one.  
During the autonomous period, the robot was capable of not only dragging the foundation in 

the parking zone and parking under the allied bridge no matter of its side but also of detecting the first 
skystone and delivering it to the building site. 
     However, these autonomous modes were quite inaccurate so we could not rely on them to 
work every time. 
    The exact code functionality can be seen in the diagram below and in the working sessions of 
the fifth sprint, beginning at page III-18. 
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Milestone #3 – Info(1)Robotics and 
BraveBots Demo 

CAD Department 

For this Milestone our help proved to be most essential especially regarding the odometry 

assembly, as the mounts and bearings were designed by us then 3d-printed, but most importantly, this 

year`s chassis was firstly designed in fusion, with the guidance of the assembly team, then , with 

fusion`s tools we created a technical drawing and sent it to a workshop which owns a CNC. 

A helpful 3D printed piece is the angle-adjustable two-piece phone mount, its role being the 

help of our Vuforia AI (IV-37 - Image Recognition). It is a two-piece assembly: a classic phone mount 

with a hole for the front camera and a piece we named an “angle setter” (see angle setter in working 

sessions page III-36). These are assembled with ease and its design makes it so that the camera angle 

does not change when we do not desire it to. 

The engine, encoder and ball-bearing mounts were also designed by us. They are of utmost 

importance since these pieces cannot be found on the market and if we would have improvised metal 

ones, our robot would far exceed the weight limit and make the overall assembly either unstable or 

flawed.  

Lastly, the push-pull wheels are other important pieces. They are a pair of 40cm rigid wheels in 

the back and a pair of 60cm, flexible wheels in the front. The role of these are better explained in the 

assembly notebook (see push-pull wheel system in the assembly section on page I-7 I-7) 

 

Assembly Department 

The first demo where the new chassis was used, proved to be a challenge. 

Although our intake mechanism was not working properly, we still succeeded in bringing 

Skystones into the building area thanks to our chassis and skystone arm. Also, we heavily relied on our 

autonomy to secure more points. 

All in all, despite the fact that one of the mechanisms was not working as it was intended to, 

our robot did a pretty good job. 

OBJECTIVES for the next milestone: 

Even though this is our last milestone for this season, we will present our approach concerning 

the coming of the Regional competition, that also would have been the next milestone: 

• Finish the intake mechanism (page IV-7, Building section) 

• Mount the outtake mechanism (page TODO, Building section) 
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• Add some secondary systems that will help us either getting more points in a match, or 

facilitate some tasks. You can see every peripheral system at the dedicated chapter on page I-7 

As mentioned above we have dedicated chapters for every system. If you are interested 

observe our progress and process that brought us to this stage, in chronological order, you may be 

interested in checking our Meetings and sprints section. The noted progress of this particular robot 

starts at page III-26. 

 

Programming Department 

Our aim for this milestone was to minimize the amount of hardcoding that we do - we have 

always strived to do so, but never to this extent. Thus, we decided to refactor our entire code. 

Firmly believing that this would expand the number of possible autonomous mode strategies, 

we implemented Vuforia and the roadrunner tool. While Vuforia would allow us to identify the 

skystone from a longer distance than color sensors, the roadrunner would allow us to use a bigger 

variety of paths for the robot, such as splines. 

For additional details, you may refer to the working sessions from sprints to. Moreover, you 

may see an explanation of the roadrunner tool at page IV-41. Below is a diagram showcasing the 

functionality of our robot during this milestone. 
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Idea 
The purpose of this section is to log meetings, working sessions and the succession of tasks, to 

better convey our manner of working, our ideas and the team spirit we are so proud of. 

Starting this year, we decided to take on an Agile approach to solve our time and risk management 

issues (read more in the Non-technical Notebook at page IV-21). 

Thus, the structure of this section is as follows: each chapter (or sprint session) consists of 3 

sections: 

Sprint planning: a table with planned tasks with a brief explanation for the said tasks. 

Working sessions: the log of working sessions during the said sprint session (Note that all 

activities mentioned in the working sessions are sub-tasks of the tasks planned for the sprint).  

Sprint retrospective: Lastly, at the end of each chapter there is an outline of the retrospective 

meeting for that sprint. 

 



 

 

 

Sprint 1 (21.09 - 4.10) 
Sprint Planning 

 

Dep
artment Task 

People in 
charge Task status 

CAD Chassis Project Octavian (with Ada) New 

General Organizing Stuff on Desks Danilov & Adina New 

General Playing Field Construction Greci 

Carried over from 
previous sprint (In 
progress) 

Building Update Parts List Cristi 

Carried over from 
previous sprint 
(blocked) 

 

This was our first documented and organized sprint. There were already some tasks left after the 

summer break, period in which we started implementing the Agile approach. 

The planning meeting was held 2 weeks after the kickoff event. In that time, we brainstormed 

system ideas for the robot, started the sustainability plan by recruiting rookies and discussed options for 

receiving sponsorship funds. 

Therefore, we decided the tasks 

presented above represent the first 

priorities. The first thing we had to do 

was a CAD project for the chassis we 

would use this year (read more about 

the chassis at pages IV-2). We also had to 

do some tidying up in order to work 

more efficiently, as well as to make sure 

we would not make a bad impression on 

the rookies. There were 2 tasks that 

missed the deadline: finding a way to 

replicate a playing field perimeter (for 

better robot testing accuracy) and 

updating the budget (or parts list). 

As this was the first sprint, we 
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decided to take it slowly because we had to take care of rookies as well. The programming team was 

staying on standby due to the lack of programmable hardware. 

 

Working Sessions 

 Session 1.1 

Date: 27.09.2019 
Attendance: Ada, Octavian 

 

Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

• Discussing the profile ideas 
  

X 

• CAD Dept.: 

In the beginning, Octavian discussed with Ada about the base idea: making two rigid 

plates. This approach was different compared to the one from the last season, when we only had 

a big one. This made the robot more practical and flexible and opened more possibilities, as far as 

mechanism ideas are concerned. For instance, this base idea would allow the creation of an intake 

system which we designed in one of our later sprints. More information about the chassis profiles 

can be found in the building department’s ‘chassis’ section (refer to page IV-2). 

 

 Session 1.2 

Date: 01.10.2019 

Attendance: Timy, Ada 

 

Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

• Designing the profile 
 

X 
 

• CAD Dept.: 

Due to the small changes compared to last year’s profile and the initial communication 

issues that we had with the building department, we faced difficulties when taking the correct 

measurements. 

After that, we began sketching the profile on paper and then switched to AutoCAD, this 

being one of the few times when we used it for this season. We extruded it and made holes with 

‘circle’ (point and diameter) and multiplied them using ‘mirror’ and ‘copy’.  

In the picture, the two profiles we designed are slightly different because the first one is 

the interior profile, whereas the second one is the exterior profile. This was a great exercise for 

Timy, who did not have the opportunity to work on a bigger project in Fusion before: “It really 

helped me understand AutoCAD more as I am getting used to the features”, he said. 
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Session 1.3 

Date: 02.10.2019 

Attendance: Adina, Alexandra, Cristi, Octavian, Greci, Gabi, Curi, Daniel, Alex Enache, Alex Postu 

 

Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

• Strategy brainstorming 
  

X 

• Freshmen ramp-up strategy talk X 
  

• Building Dept.: 

We held a meeting together with the programming department. After several reviews of 

the theme video, we all came up with some ideas of what our strategy would be. For better 

efficiency, we split up into two groups so every member could have a chance to talk and express 

their opinions freely.  

After ten to fifteen minutes, Dani decided it was time to reunite the groups and share with 

each other the robot strategies that we came up with. On those lists we also noted why some 

mechanisms would work and why others wouldn’t work. 

This discussion led us to beginning to make the list of the robot parts needed. That being 

said, we discussed what our chassis should look like (see page IV-45) as well and what to buy for it. 

 

 

Sprint Retrospective 
     

For this sprint, these were the things that we were happy about (regarding technical 

departments): 

• We were quite satisfied with the outcome of the first meetings with the rookies (for the 

programming and building teams) 

• We could notice an improvement in the communication within the CAD team 

• We finally started working on concrete tasks and welcomed the opportunity to try new 

things 

 

    The things that didn’t go well were: 

• There were some ambiguities regarding terminology and communication within the 

building department 

• Missing a deadline for a task due to the lack of overlapping in CAD team members’ 

schedules  

• Overlapping schedules for rookies’ meetings that made the workshop really crowded 
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Details: During the first rookie meetings (see pages ...), both the building and the 
programming teams used the workshop as a room for teaching the newcomers. This led to crowding 
and, due to the large amount of people, the noise was so great we could barely understand each 
other. Consequently, the quality of the lessons dropped. 

• Because of the multiple rookie sessions being held by different people, we taught them 

slightly different things (from one group to another). 

 

    Keeping this in mind, these are the resolutions we came up with:  

 

Department Resolution 

CAD Start using version control in Fusion 360  
More info: Fusion 360 has an integrated version control feature which enables us to keep projects 
updated over all members’ machines 

Building Terminology agreement 

Programming & 
Building 

Splitting the workplace 
More info: We came up with 2 options: either re-scheduling meetings and splitting the workplace, 
or moving programming lessons in another room altogether. Although the resolution in the 
Retrospective was to split the workplace, we decided after the retro that moving the lessons in 
The Change Hub space in our high school might be a more effective approach. 

Programming Hold a sync meeting every Monday to agree on the curriculum that we would 
teach rookies that week 
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Sprint 2 (5.10 - 18.10) 
Sprint Planning 

 

Dep
artment Task 

People 
in charge Task status 

CAD Chassis Project 
Octavian (with 
Ada) 

Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Building Chassis Building Dani & Gabi New - Depends on ‘Chassis Project’ 

General Playing Field Construction Greci 
Carried over from previous sprint 
(blocked) 

Building 
Intake/Placing System 
Prototype Adina New 

 

The planning for the second sprint 

was mainly focused on creating a longer-

term backlog, hence the addition of so 

many post-its in the backlog section of the 

whiteboard (see picture below). The 

interesting part about this long-term 

backlog is that it consists of robot 

capabilities and features instead of just 

tasks, and they are a means of keeping 

our final goal in sight. We called them 

“robot stories” (read more about stories 

at page IV-21 Non-Technical).  

     

Some of the stories include: 

• <robot> moves (forward, reverse, left, right, diagonally, etc.) 

• <robot> rotates (around multiple axes) 

• <robot> stops in less than 0.2 seconds 

• <robot> pulls the foundation (TeleOp/autonomous) 

• <robot> lifts stones 

• <robot> delivers stones (TeleOp/autonomous) 

• <robot> places stones one on top of the other 
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• <robot> detects skystone autonomously 

Note: <robot> was a placeholder for the robot’s name, which we haven’t yet found. 

As far as ‘normal’ tasks go, we had one that made it through the last sprint. This task, the chassis 

project, was also a prerequisite to another task - building the chassis. In order to use our manpower 

efficiently while the chassis tasks were in progress, we decided to start working on some intake/placing 

system prototypes. 

 

Working Sessions 

 Session 2.1 

Date: 8.10.2019 

Attendance: Tiny, Ada 

 

Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

• Finishing the chassis profiles for CNC  X 
  

• CAD Dept.: 

    In this session we established the result and showed Octavian the ‘final’ product. As the 

season progressed, we changed the plates multiple times. The reason why we did so is that, when 

first designing it, we had accidentally taken the wrong measurements, which resulted in a 

complete antisymmetry between all the holes. Unfortunately, we realised we made them wrong 

when we found a CNC willing to print the profiles, so we had to put them on hold for a bit while 

designing new ones. The other versions can be found down below in other sessions and were 

made in Fusion. 

 

 Session 2.2 

Date: 9.10.2019 
Attendance: Daniel 

Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Complet
ed 

• Make a DIY stone 
  

X 

 

• Building Dept.: 

    As the field elements did not arrive in Romania by 

this time and we had to test our prototype, Daniel decided to 

make a replica of the stone. It was made out of some leftover 

wood we had lying around, stuck together with wood glue. 

(Figure 11 - DIY Stone) 

    This enabled us to test the prototype. 
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    Sprint Retrospective 
    We started off the retrospective meeting with a feedback activity. We were asked to write on a 

post-it one thing we were proud of and, on another one, a thing we were concerned about regarding the 

sprint that just ended. 

    After everyone had a chance to share their thoughts, we grouped the post-its based on their 

main idea (see picture below). These were the things we were proud of: 

• the rookie training & overall involvement (8 post-its) 

• quality of communication (2 post-its) 

• finishing tasks on time (3 post-its) 

• competition registration (1 post-it) 

• personal achievements (1 post-it) 

    And these were the things we were concerned 

about: 

• slow progress (3 post-its) 

• inefficient communication (2 post-its) 

• fear of judgment (2 post-its) 

• bad time management (2 post-its) 

• untidiness and litter in the workshop (2 

post-its) 

    Keeping in mind these problems, we came up 

with the following resolutions: 

 

     

KEEP DOING START DOING STOP DOING 

Rookie training program When there is a 
disagreement, contact 
mentors 

Physical attendance during 
meetings (except for daily stand-
ups) 

Quality of the 
presentations 

Supporting ideas with 
arguments (pros & cons) 

Daily stand-up meetings Use the trash can (and buy 
new ones) 

Prototyping, coming up 
with new ideas daily 

 

Figure 11 - DIY Stone 
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Sprint 3 (19.10 - 1.11) 
    Sprint Planning 

     

Department Task 
People in 
charge Task status 

Building 
Intake/Placing System 
Prototype Adina 

Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Building Chassis Building Dani & Gabi 
Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

General Chassis Ideas (Drawings) All Team New 

Building 
Functional Chassis 
Prototype Gabi New 

Programming Obstacle Detection Dani New 

General Restore Food Corner Miruna New 

General 
Buy USB Adapters & 
Cables Curi New 

 

    There are 2 tasks that might sound the same: the 

Functional Chassis Prototype and the Chassis Building. The 

latter refers to the complex chassis, the one discussed in the 

first sprint (see project description at page IV-2), whereas the 

first one is referring to an improvised chassis with the 

purpose of having a base to test other prototypes on while 

we waited for the complex one. We decided to pursue the 

intake prototype a while longer, so that is why it was carried 

over to this sprint. We also had to mount it on the prototype 

chassis. 

    Regarding the programming department, we had 

to program the prototype chassis and to start working on 

obstacle detection using ModernRobotics range sensors. To 

do that we had to buy new USB adapters and cables. 

    In order to reduce the litter in the workshop, we 

decided to restore the food corner. 
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Working Sessions 

 Session 3.1 

Date: 20.10.2019 
Attendance: Gabi 

 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

CAD 

CAD 

• Making the first spacer 
  

X 

• CAD Dept.: 

    The first spacer was not designed by a member 

of the CAD team, but by one of our building colleagues, 

Gabi. He wanted to try and discover Fusion’s features and 

so, he started designing an 8 mm diameter spacer. It was 

the first version of spacers and we used it later as a 

reference in our projects such as the bushings. He then 

made a technical design of the spacer. Soon after, we 

printed the spacer and used it on our demo robot. 

 

Session 3.2 

Date: 23.10.2019  
Attendance: Adina, Danilov, Gabi, Curi, Cristi, Timy, Irina, Carolina, Iza 

 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Building • Prototype design talk 
  

X 

• Preparing the introductory talk for the rookies 
  

X 

CAD • Drawing ideas for chassis and prototypes 
 

X 
 

• CAD Notebook research  
  

X 

 

 

Figure 12 
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• Building Dept.: 

On this day, after we went from class to class to tell people about our team and what we do here, 

we collected all the application forms that we had handed out and made a WhatsApp group with everyone 

who wanted to join the team as part of the building department.  

We also decided both that the introductory talk would take place on the 25th and what we would 

say to make it enjoyable and eye-catching. 

In addition, we decided what our first prototype assembly would be for and what it would look 

like. To keep it an easy task, we went for a simple design used for both collecting and placing stones: a 

rotating claw attached to a long Tetrix element (see more about the demo robot on page IV-19). 

 

• CAD Dept.: 

After the retro where our technical mentor suggested a different approach to the chassis 

project, we decided to try and think about different systems on the chassis as well as about the chassis 

as a whole and to draw solutions that would benefit us. 

This was a task that mostly referred to all technical teams. Since it was more of a reminder for 

us, we decided to mark it as ‘in progress’ for the rest of the season.  

Seeing how the other departments did their own research related to the last season’s 

notebook we thought we should do that as well. We planned a meeting with the seniors on this day 

and they gave us precious information about how to write the notebook, about its structure and 

about all the important things that we should take into account. Afterwards, Timy took the notebook 

from last year’s regional competition and studied its structure to have a better grasp of it. 

 Session 3.3 

Date: 28.10.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Alex Miclea 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Test range sensors 
  

X 

• Fix range sensors’ spikes 
 

X 
  

• Create basic mecanum chassis movement 
function 

  
X 

• Code the prototype intake mechanism 
  

X 

CAD • Designing the 6mm axis 
  

X 

• Creating the chassis assembly 
 

X 
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• Programming Dept.: 

Daniel tested the Modern Robotics range sensors and noticed that the output has constant 

spikes. He could see that the output of one sensor is influenced by another and he concluded that 

there might be an overlap in query responses. He tried fixing this by using FTC app functions but they 

did not seem to work. 

Meanwhile, Alex Miclea coded the servos on the prototype intake mechanism (see on page IV-

21). 

They also copy-pasted the code for the chassis from last year in order to test the prototype 

chassis.  

 

• CAD Dept.: 

Designing the 6mm axis was an easy task because the sketch looked like a circle before turning 

it into a 3D component. The length measured 100 mm and was one of the two versions of axis we 

used for assembling the chassis. 

Using the profiles we designed, we started assembling the chassis with the axis that would go 

from one profile into the other and hold the mecanum wheel that would later be implemented. As 

you can see in this picture, we grouped two profiles: the interior one and the exterior one. The reason 

for doing so was that we would fit in the wheels in that empty space.  

Though we did face some difficulties when using ‘joint’ for adjusting the wheels on the axis, 

with a little research everything came out fine. This was the first phase of the chassis. 

 Session 3.4 

Date: 31.10.2019 
Attendance: Adina, Gabi, Curi, Danilov 

 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming • Testing the servos 
  

X 

• Building the claw 
  

X 

 

• Building Dept.: 

Before we started building the claw, we tested all our servos to see which ones work and 

which ones do not. We thought it would help to update the shopping list with functional rev’s if 

needed, an idea which turned out to be great.  

After that, we got straight to work. We accomplished the task of building the claw quickly and 

easily, meaning that we had a plethora of time left to test our little prototype on the stones (see 

previous tasks about building a DIY stone). Things went well, but it was getting late. Hence we decided 

to attach the claw to the robot the next day.  
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 Session 3.5 

Date: 1.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Adina, Gabi, Curi, Octavian 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming • Code the 3rd sensor on the intake prototype  
  

X 

Building • Attach the claw to the chassis 
  

X 

 

• Programming Dept.: 

There is not much to say: Daniel coded the servo responsible for turning the arm around 

the Z (vertical) axis. 

• Building Dept.: 

This day, Gabi and Adina built a structure piece on the chassis so that the claw could be 

easily attached to it. After a few tests, we realized that the assembly was not steady enough so 

Octavian helped us improve it by adding some strength elements (see more about this 

improvement on page IV-20). 
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Sprint 4 (2.11 - 15.11) 
Sprint Planning 

     

Department Task 
People in 
charge Task status 

Building Chassis Building Dani & Gabi Carried over from previous sprint (blocked) 

CAD 
Chassis CAD 
Project Timy New (depends on finishing the chassis) 

General 
Restore Food 
Corner Miruna 

Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Programming Obstacle Detection Dani 
Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

General SICAP Parts List Gabi New 

 

The chassis building was halted due to the fact that we didn’t know any CNC companies. The CAD 

team started working on a digital representation of the chassis (containing all elements: wheels, screws, 

etc.). 

 

Working Sessions 

 Session 4.1 

Date: 3.11.2019 
Attendance: Tiny, Irina 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

CAD • Downloading the mecanum wheels 
  

X 

• Designing the churro profile 
  

X 

• Creating the chassis assembly 
 

X 
 

• CAD dept: 

As in our previous years, we used the mecanum wheels for movement because it offers a 

wide range of types of motions. The omnidirectional wheel consists of a series of rubberized 
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external rollers obliquely attached to the whole rim. We downloaded the wheel from a specialized 

mechanical website called ‘AndyMark’. 

One might wonder how the mecanum 

wheels movement works. The main idea is 

that the rollers have an axis rotation of 45 

degrees to the wheel plane and 45 degrees to 

the axle line. The sum of the force vectors 

from all the wheels create both linear motion 

and rotation of the robot, allowing us to 

maneuver it with ease. For additional details, 

see the mecanum wheels explanation from 

the programming department’s perspective at page IV-31. 

When we wanted to continue with the chassis assembly, we first needed a component 

that would hold the plates together, so we made churro profiles which support heavy weight and 

are practical. The component was first made with the ‘circle’ option, and then trimmed so that it 

would form a churro-like shape. The profile measured 91.36 mm, but as you will see in a more 

advanced state of the robot, we decided to replace it with a peanut profile, which is very similar. 

In the last bit of this session, we assembled the mecanum wheels and churro profiles using 

the ‘joint’ tool which positioned two objects relative to each other depending on the motion of 

your choice (in this case: rigid and revolute). We proceeded in the exact same way with the axis. 

 

Session 4.2 

Date: 9.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Building • Building the skystone arm 
  

X 

Programming • Refactor basic chassis movement functions 
  

X 

• Code the servo responsible for dragging the 
foundation 

  
X 

 

• Building Dept.: 

The programming department suggested we make a little robot arm that would only drag 

Skystones in the autonomous period. They explained how it would be helpful and we thought it 

was a great idea, which is why we started working. Half an hour later, it was ready to be attached 

to the chassis and Dani tested, together with Adina, the robot on the field. 

• Programming Dept.: 

    Daniel started the day by making the strafing functions for the robot, which we were 

going to use for moving. He also got to see how our chassis holds up. 
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Furthermore, he tested a small arm mounted on the side of the robot, which we were 

going to use for moving the Skystones from the Loading Zone to the Building Zone and pulling the 

Foundation into the Building Site. 

 Session 4.3 

Date: 11.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Alex Postu, Alex Enache 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming • Fix spikes that the range sensor has 
  

X 

• Code the StrafeToObstacle() function 
 

X 
 

 

• Programming Dept.:     

Having figured out a possible fix for the range sensors having sudden spikes in reading the 

distance from the robot to the wall, Daniel swapped the addresses of the sensors and tasked Alex 

Postu with coding the Proportional (part of Proportional Integral Derivative) part of the 

StafeWithObstacle() function. Alex Enache was tasked with trying out the color sensors, which we 

were going to use for detecting the Alliance Bridge parking spot. 

 

Session 4.4 

Date: 12.11.2019 
Attendance: Cristi, Octavian and Greci  

 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Building • Mounting the bushings inside the mecanum wheels 
  

X 

• Building dept.: 

This year we decided to replace the 3D printed bushings from last year with others made 

out of copper for better grip and longer lasting. After Irina from the CAD department did the 3D 

project for our bushings, we got them printed by a company that Octavian found to sponsor us.  

On the date given, Cristi, Octavian and Greci managed to mount all the bushings inside the 

mecanum wheels and secure them on the shafts right in time for our demo. 
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 Session 4.5 

Date: 13.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Modify the StrafeWithObstacle() function to 
include a Derivative part 

  
X 

• Code the StrafeToObstacle() function 
 

X 
 

Building • Cleaning our workspace 
  

X 

 

• Programming Dept.: 

Today was a short day as Daniel began work on the Derivative part of the function. His aim 

was to test whether the spikes were gone or not. 

• Building Dept.: 

Every once in a while, especially after demos or competitions, our workshop gets really 

messy and disorganized. It is important we clean up our space and put every tool, element and 

notebook back to its original place so that it would be easier for us to work. We had the freshmen 

clean with us, which was a great way of showcasing what teamwork is like to them. 

 Session 4.6 

Date: 14.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Alex Postu, Miruna, Iza 

Dept.: Tasks: P
ostponed 

I
n Process 

C
ompleted 

Programming • Create a rotation function for autonomous 
  

X 

CAD • Assembling the gripper prototype X 
  

 

• Programming Dept.: 

The importance of a function to allow the robot to rotate was known up until this point, 

but not required. During this day the three members worked on a rotation function that uses the 

gyroscopic sensor integrated into the REV Expansion HUB to precisely track whether the robot 

finished its rotation movement or not. 

• CAD Dept.: 

Since we had both the base and the arm, we just needed to start assembling the gripper. 

The idea of the system was that those two arms would rotate from the friction caused by the 

sprocket-like ends, making it easy to rotate on the X axis and to grab objects from the ground.  As 

you can see in the picture, we wanted to make two pairs of arms that would rotate at the same 

time, on the flexible axis. The only problem was that, since we had other better ideas of grippers, 

we decided to just leave the system uncompleted. We only realized that after some time, resulting 

in it’s delay. Alas, we dropped this task. 
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 Session 4.7 

Date: 15.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Alex Postu, Miruna 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming • Code Blue Foundation Autonomous 
  

X 

 

• Programming Dept.: 

Having coded all the movement functions, we started working on autonomous programs. 

It was 22:00 when we left the workshop as we had the Quantum Demo the next day. (read about 

it on page III-2 Non-Technical). 

 

Sprint Retrospective 
    During this retrospective meeting, we were asked to come up with one issue (different from 

previous ones) that we encountered during the sprint. After everyone shared their thoughts, we picked 3 

problems that we thought were most important. Those issues were: 

1. There was no interaction between rookies from different departments: 

Issue info: 

One of the milestones of this year’s sustainability plan (see on page IV-28 Non-Technical) was 

bringing together rookies from building, CAD and programming departments to work together on 

subsystems. As this did not happen, they had nothing to do so many lost motivation. Moreover, the 

rookies that did come, having nothing to do, were just taking up space and making working in the 

workshop harder. 

Proposed solution: 

Dedicate one entire day to rookies, day in which rookies from all departments should come and 

work together. 

2. Precarious working schedule (building and programming teams): 

Issue info: 

The programming team needs a physical robot in order to test and tweak the code. If the building 

department constantly modifies it, the programming team cannot do its job properly. 

Proposed solution: 

If there are any robot-related tasks, the building team prioritizes them first, so that the 

programming department can finish their work as well 

3. Marketing team rookies were not involved in any way 

There were some misunderstandings in the marketing department at the beginning of the year 

and the rookies had been unintentionally ignored. See more about this issue in the non-technical sessions 

(on page IV-60 Non-Technical).  
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Sprint 5 (16.11 - 29.11) 
    Working Sessions 

 Session 5.1 

Date: 17.11.2019 
Attendance: Tiny, Irina 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

CAD 
• Redesigning the chassis profiles 

 
X 

 

• Editing the churro profile 
  

X 

• Creating the chassis assembly 
 

X 
 

• CAD dept: 

After the last session in which we put together the churro profile, we noticed it didn’t 

match the holes it was supposed to make a connection with. This meant that we had it all wrong 

from the start and had to redesign the profiles in order to have symmetrical profiles. Octavian 

gave us multiple indications, in which he explained that we had to add more holes on the bottom 

side and a few more on the middle section of the interior profile. 

Due to lack of communication between the CAD and building teams, we had to rearrange 

the profiles, bringing them closer in the assembly down below, and also edit the churro profile, 

making it 83.575 mm, just as the building team suggested. 

Of course, for our robot to work properly, we needed motors. Thus, we downloaded the 

NeveRest Classic 40 from AndyMark and the mount that holds the motor in place. We opted for 

the 2-piece motor mount because it enabled more flexibility and usage. 

The motor and motor mount had a diameter of 3.7 cm. Later this season we made some 

small modifications regarding the mount’s thickness in order to have resistance on the chassis. We 

printed a couple of models for the NeveRest Classic 40 which is the mecanum wheel motor and for 

the Tetrix one which is the intake wheels system motor. 

With the use of the new chassis profiles, we began, once more, the assembly. In addition 

to the components from the previous assembly, we also added the motor and motor mount. We 

put them ‘inside’ the robot to make it compact and to avoid exceeding the size box limit. We had 

in mind adding all the 4 motors before changing the chassis profile once again. This resulted in the 

major delay of the assembly. 

 

 Session 5.2 

Date: 18.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Alex Postu, Miruna, Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Gabi, Adina, Adi 
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Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Building • Coming up with ideas for improving the robot 
  

X 

• Building an arm for the foundation X 
  

Programming • Make Autonomous classes for dragging 
Skystones 

 
X 

 

• Make some final touches for the Foundation side 
Autonomous classes 

  
X 

     

• Building dept.: 

After pondering on what went well and what did not at the demo, we decided to make 

some changes to the robot and to add another arm for moving the foundation. We also thought it 

would be great if we took out one of the servos from the rotating arm. (see detailed description of 

the changes at page IV-21) 

• Programming dept.: 

...The slight miscalculation, which ended up costing us a lot of points, was that we did not 

realize how the robot’s Foundation Autonomous path on the blue side would differ from that on 

the red side. 

With the aim of having a full Autonomous path for any of the starting points at the demo 

taking place next weekend, our first task of the day was to polish the Foundation Autonomous 

path, for both the blue and the red side. Then, we focused on coming up with an Autonomous 

path for the Skystone Blue side.   

Though we did finish the paths, we knew that the parameters given to the used functions 

would need to be changed after the Assembling team would further work on the robot. Hence we 

did not bother playing with the values too much, as we only wanted the functionality to be there. 

 

 Session 5.3 

Date: 21.11.2019 
Attendance: Alexandra, Adina, Gabi, Curi, Irina 

 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Building • Taking out a servo from the collecting arm 
  

X 

CAD • Designing the bushings 
  

X 

• Editing the 8 mm spacer 
  

X 
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• Building dept.: 

As there were two days left until Qube’s demo, we had to hurry a little bit with our 

changes so we could still have some time left for training. Hence, we managed to finish both of 

these tasks in one day.  

• CAD dept.: 

Just as mentioned before, we had a previous version of the spacer that was designed by 

Gabi. However, that one’s small holes were a little bigger and placed further away from the center 

hole than we needed them to. Thus, we had to change their diameter from 4.2 mm to 4 and dig up 

the unnecessary hole on the side. 

Using the 8 mm spacer that Irina designed, we created 2 piece-bushings and 3 piece-

bushings which were used for stabilizing the mecanum wheel on the axis. We had to slightly edit 

the spacer and to add the rest of the bushings’ parts which were easily made using ‘circle’ and 

‘extrude’. 

 Session 5.4 

Date: 22.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Alex Postu, Miruna, Alex Enache, Alex Miclea 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Make Autonomous classes for the Skystone 
side 

  
X 

 

• Programming dept.: 

    This was the final day before the Qube Demonstrative matches (read more on page III-

3). Due to the slight fixes that the Building Department has made to the robot chassis, most if not 

all of the parameters given to many of the functions used in the Autonomous classes had to be 

changed. However, the path that we thought out did not change for any Autonomous Class. 

    We were determined not to leave without a fully functioning Autonomous Phase, and 

we did not. This meant that we left the workshop, once again eager to play the next day’s 

matches, but this time with a code that was functional regardless of our role in the alliance. 

 Session 5.5 

Date: 26.11.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Miruna, Alex Miclea 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Change the parameter values of all functions 
once again 

  
X 

• Research Odometry, Multithreading and 
TensorFlow 

X 
  

General • Training with the robot for our demo 
 

X 
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• Programming dept.: 

 We feel like the Qube Demonstrative matches results have testified the effort we put into 

coding the Autonomous Period. However, our functions are currently unreliable in many 

situations, which is why we often find ourselves needing to change their parameters’ values. 

With our own Demonstrative Competition right around the corner, no major changes 

could have been made this week. Therefore, we focused on coming up with temporary fixes to our 

current issues, while postponing researching useful programming and engineering concepts for 

later. This day’s fix was essentially to change the parameters’ values once again. 

 Session 5.6 

Date: 20.10.2019 
Attendance: Mihhnea 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

CAD • Creating the capstone 
  

X 

• CAD dept: 

The capstone was an important task that needed to be 

completed in time for the second demo. Unfortunately, we could 

not do that. Still, we improvised and stuck paper scotch on a 

regular brick and wrote down our name and team number.  

The second version was an actual capstone made by our 

freshman, Mihnea. It was his first important task and he did a 

fantastic job. He took the design of the brick and shortened it using ‘split body’. He then carved 

our team’s name and number into the brick’s texture using ‘sketch’ and ‘press pull’. 

 

    Sprint Retrospective 
    For this retrospective, everyone had to come up with one positive thing and one negative thing 

regarding the sprint. This was the first meeting we designated a note-taker. These are the notes: 

1. Feedback 

a. Positive things 

• Demos (Qube + Quantum) 

• Rookie integration 

• 3 consecutive days attendance 

• Driver practice time 

• The drivers knew the controls 

• Code and system tweaks 

• Good schedule in building/programming departments 

• Noticeable progress in the programming team 

• All tasks finished - programming 

• Learned from mistakes 
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b. Things that didn’t go well 

• No plan - building department 

• Lack of coordination in the CAD department: 

• We did not realize the chassis project was asymmetrical 

• We did not note the things we were supposed to do 

• Our working schedules did not match up 

• Lack of caring and maintenance for tools (we have yet another hole in the 

bench vice) 

• Slow progress for the building department 

• Wrong estimation for coding autonomous 

• We did not respect our last sprint resolution (we did not organize rookie 

meetings) 

• The code depends too much on external factors (poor sensors) 

2. Actions 

a. Coordination & Communication 

• Writing down what we have to do 

• Use WhatsApp for updates regarding tasks and decisions 

• Avoid passing information from one person to another (announce on groups 

or to multiple people) 

• Keeping only one WhatsApp group for the building department 

b. Tidying up the workshop 

• Sort parts and find a place for them 

• Organize parts after use 

• Sorting guideline for parts and tools → Octavian 
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Sprint 6 (30.11 - 
20.12) 
Working Sessions 

 Session 6.1 

Date: 4.12.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Miruna, Alex Miclea 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Building • Building the arm for moving the foundation 
  

X 

Programming • Code the StrafeUntilColorApha() function 
  

X 

• Research Odometry, Multithreading and 
TensorFlow 

X 
  

 

• Programming dept.: 

Up until now, the StrafeUntilColor() function would simply enable the robot to move in a 

certain direction until the color sensor would see a color. 

 However, this function proved to fail in a particular case. When the robot would move 

along the line of stones, it would not always stay completely aligned with it. Hence it would 

sometimes get too far away from the stones and the color sensor would no longer be able to read 

the stone’s color.     

Therefore, we implemented the StrafeUntilColorAlpha() function. In addition to moving 

along the line of stones, this function would constantly check how much light was reflected onto 

the stones. If not enough light was reflected, it would mean that the robot is farther from the 

stones that it should be. Hence it would, once again, align itself with the wall in the front and 

slowly get closer to the objects. 

 Session 6.2 

Date: 8.12.2019 
Attendance: Alexandra, Gabi 

 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Building • Find CNC companies 
 

X 
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Alexandra’s father offered to sponsor us and help find a CNC company to make our chassis 

plates. In the meantime, while waiting for a confirmation, we sent him the final 3D project and 

Gabi searched for other companies as a backup.  

 Session 6.3 

Date: 9.12.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Miruna, Alex Miclea, Mihnea 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Create a function for the new robot arm 
  

X 

• Remake the Autonomous Classes for pushing 
the foundation 

 
X 

 

• Research Odometry, Multithreading and 
TensorFlow 

X 
  

CAD • Redesigning the chassis profiles 
  

X 

• Creating the chassis assembly 
 

X 
 

 

• Programming dept.: 

One of the most prominent issues was the fact that the arm fixed on the right side of the 

robot was too small to reliably drag the foundation in a certain way in the Autonomous Period. 

Hence, a larger arm was built on the robot’s left side. 

Our goal for today was both to code the function for said arm and to remake the 

Autonomous Classes for pushing the foundation, but we did not have the time. Though we did 

code the function, the Autonomous Classes were not finished at the end of the day.  

 

• CAD dept.: 

Finally, it was the time we would get the 

profiles done, as our freshman, Mihnea, performed 

remarkably and sent them to the CNC that was 

waiting for us to finish.  

The problems we faced with this project 

were mainly related to the symmetry, number of 

holes and inclination on the lateral. This was, 

indeed, the final version. As you can see down 

below, we wanted to play with the ‘drawing’ option 

as well so we made a technical drawing from design 

with all the possible measurements. 

Figure 13 - Chassis plate project 
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Having correctly made the profiles, we created a separate folder where we put the profiles in such 

a position that it would form the chassis. This was the first correct version of the chassis. 

 Session 6.4 

Date: 11.12.2019 
Attendance: Daniel, Miruna, Alex Miclea 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Remake the Autonomous Classes for pushing 
the foundation 

  
X 

• Research Odometry, Multithreading and 
TensorFlow 

X 
  

 

• Programming dept.: 

This day, we focused on finishing the Autonomous Classes for pushing the foundation and 

making sure that everything else is working as intended. 

After hours of testing, we decided to wrap up for the day, eager to test our robot in the 

Demonstrative Matches organized by our team. 

 

    Sprint Retrospective 
Most of the things discussed during this sprint retrospective were non-technical related. 

This was due to the fact that during the sprint, the main task was hosting our own demonstrative 

competition (see at page III-5 Non-Technical). For more information about this sprint 

retrospective, from a non-technical point of view, check out page IV-65 Non-Technical . 
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Sprint 7 (21.12 - 17.01) 
Sprint Planning 

 

Department Task People in charge Task status 

General SICAP Parts List Gabi 
Carried over from previous sprint 
(in progress) 

Building Assemble new chassis Curi & Gabi 
Carried over from previous sprint 
(in progress) 

CAD Chassis CAD Project Timy 
Carried over from previous sprint 
(in progress) 

Building 
Odometry system 
(mechanical) Dani 

Carried over from previous sprint 
(blocked) 

General 
Fix phone connectivity 
issues Alex Miclea New 

Building Active Intake Prototype 
Adina and 
Alexandra New 

CAD Battery mount Mihnea & Curi New 

CAD Phone mount Mihnea & Curi New 

Programming Implement Vuforia Alex Enache New (backlog) 

Programming 
Implement Odometry 
(software) 

Alex Miclea & Alex 
Postu New 

Programming Implement Multithreading Miruna & Dani New 

 

As this sprint had almost 4 working weeks (due to the winter break), we decided to take on more 

tasks than usual. For the programming part, we finally decided to take on the code refactoring and to 

implement new features such as image identification, odometry and multithreading (see more about 

these concepts on pages IV-37, IV-35, IV-38). 
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    We also had some leftover tasks that we were struggling with, especially the assembly of the 

new chassis and the CAD project of this chassis. Moreover, the mechanical odometry system and the 

active intake prototype depended on the completion of the chassis. 

Working Sessions 

 Session 7.1 

Date: 22.12.2019  
Attendance: Alex Miclea 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Solve the issue with encoders not properly 
reading output 

  
X 

• Test the encoders necessary for the Odometry 
system 

X 
  

 

• Programming dept.: 

This day, Alex Miclea focused on mending the encoder cables.  

After doing so, he looked for a way in which the encoders’ output could be read. He found 

out that a simple solution would be to simply connect the encoders to the already existent REV 

expansion hub encoder slots. This would allow us to read the input if we declared the encoders as 

motors in our code.  
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 Session 7.2 

Date: 23.12.2019 
Attendance: Alex Miclea, Mihnea 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

CAD • 3D print a C channel 
  

X 

Programming • Test the encoders necessary for the Odometry 
system 

  
X 

 

• CAD dept: 

In order to test the ticks of the three encoders together, a C channel that would allow us 

to place the odometry wheels in their specific position had to be created. Thus, Mihnea picked up 

(and completed) this task. 

• Programming dept: 

Finally, Alex Miclea was able to test the three encoders together. The end result was 

gratifying: as it proved that all three encoders were working as intended and the odometry system 

could be implemented once we figured out how to code it. 

 Session 7.3 

Date: 8.01.2020  
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Alex Postu, Daniel, Miruna  

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Research Odometry, Multithreading and 
TensorFlow 

 
X 

 

     

• Programming dept.: 

The programming department’s main goal over the winter break was to understand the 

concepts of Odometry, Multithreading and TensorFlow.  

 Having done plenty of research, Daniel and Miruna stumbled upon ACME robotics’ code 

on GitHub. Thus, we decided on holding a meeting in which we would look over it.  

After holding the meeting, we came to the conclusion that if we wanted to properly 

implement Odometry, Multithreading and TensorFlow, our code would have to go through a 

serious refactoring session. Thus, we decided to follow the model of ACME robotics. 

 

    Sprint Retrospective 
During this sprint, the 2 main problems we encountered were the lack of efficient 

communication over the winter break (read more in the non-technical section, on page IV-68) and falling 

behind the schedule.  
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As we had no more than 8 weeks until the regional competition, we decided to make a plan with 

the things there are still left to be done. We split up into 3 groups: building + CAD / programming / 

media. These were the technical plans: 

    Building + CAD: (missing) 

    Programming: 

        APPROX. FINISH TIME: 7 weeks, 1 week buffer time 

I. Refactoring 

• Research android studio “modules” (2 days) 

• Decide on a topology (1 day) 

• Code the topology frame (4 days) 

II. Odometry 

• Research moving encoders on digital channels (5 days) 

• Calibrate wheels positions (2 days) 

• PID implementation (7 days) 

III. Vuforia 

• Research (2 days) 

• Implement (1 day) 

IV. Multi-threading 

• Research (7 days) 

• Concept & Topology (1 day) 

• Implement (6 days) 

V. Autonomous 

• Decide on a new strategy (2 days) 

• Code & test the autonomous (rest of time) 

     

 

    In order not to overlap building & programming teams’ working schedules, we decided on some 

integration points (read more about this concept at page ...) for the following sprints: 

    Next sprint: Functional chassis, parks under the bridge autonomously 

    2nd sprint: The robot collects stones & moves foundation autonomously 

    3rd sprint: The robot can build in the driver period + places capstone 

    4th sprint: Buffer sprint 
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Sprint 8 (18.01 - 31.01) 
Sprint Planning 

     

Department Task 
People in 
charge Task status 

CAD Battery mount Mihnea & Curi 
Carried over from previous sprint (to 
do) 

CAD Phone mount Mihnea & Curi 
Carried over from previous sprint (to 
do) 

General 
Fix phone connectivity 
issues Alex Miclea 

Carried over from previous sprint (to 
do) 

Building Active Intake Prototype Adina 
Carried over from previous sprint (to 
do) 

CAD Chassis CAD Project Timy Mihnea 
Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Building Assemble new chassis Curi & Gabi 
Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Building 
Odometry system 
(mechanical) Dani 

Carried over from previous sprint 
(blocked) 

Building Research Intake System Razvan New 

Building Chassis Endurance Test Curi New 

Programming 
Research Android Studio 
Modules Dani New 

Programming 
Choose a topology for 
refactoring Dani & Enache New 

 

    As mentioned before, most of the things planned for sprint 7 were carried over to this sprint, as 

attendance was pretty low during the winter break. Two of the tasks that took way longer than expected 

were the construction of the chassis and the chassis CAD project. One issue that these tasks created was 

not being able to work on more than one of them at once, as the chassis required the undivided attention 

of at least 4 people. 

However, after the last sprint retrospective, we had a clear understanding of what needed to be 

done. This enabled us to involve rookies and to approach the refactoring of the code.  
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The tasks and functionalities discussed in the plans we composed during the retro meeting were 

converted into stories: <robot> uses Vuforia, <robot> implements odometry, 

<robot> implements multi-threading. 

 

Working Sessions 

 Session 8.1 

Date: 20.01.2019 
Attendance: Dani, Gabi, Mihnea 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

CAD • Prototyping bearing supports 
  

X 

• Prototyping encoder mounts 
  

X 

• Prototyping profile X holders 
 

X 
 

• CAD dept: 

Other prototypes for the bearing supports include the mobile support and the one that’s 

rooted in two places.  

The first consists of a 42x22 mm rectangle that contains a 17,1 mm diameter hole and a 

thinner 19,1 mm diameter hole. The bigger hole was designed in order to maintain the bearing’s 

flange inside. The idea overall was the fact that it enabled the support to move on the chassis 

surface, facilitated by the longer and thinner holes. We then used the same idea and made a 47 

mm square shaped support. 

The second support’s strongest point was that it saves space and it utilizes less material 

when made. Plus, the holes on the edges were supposed to keep the support slightly mobile and 

be fixed with screws. 

 These versions were both printed and tested and are currently still used on the chassis.  

This encoder mount prototype made its way into the robot as we managed to pull the 

excess off and make it sustainable. The design was used in two other encoder mount projects that 

we created later. As you will see later, we referred to it as the ‘immobile’ encoder mount. 

Using the correct ‘mushroom’ measurements, we designed a holder which had a ‘fixed’ 

part meaning that one of the profiles that would go into the holder would be immobile. We also 

made smaller holes on the side in order to insert screws that fixed even more the profile. The 

second part had two ‘mushrooms’ so that the second ‘X’ profile would slide into it.  

   

 Session 8.2 

Date: 24.01.2020 
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Alex Postu, Daniel, Miruna  
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Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Research Odometry, Multithreading and 
TensorFlow 

  
X 

• Understand the Road Runner implemented by 
ACME robotics 

 
X 

 

• Programming dept.: 

During our research of Odometry, Multithreading and TensorFlow, which was at this point 

complete, Alex Enache stumbled upon ACME robotics’ road runner. Consequently, we held a 

meeting in which we discussed this concept. 

We decided that the road runner would be an invaluable asset for creating an efficient 

autonomous. Hence, we set up a clear goal: implement the road runner algorithm. Naturally, this 

would go hand in hand with the goal of refactoring our code and implementing Odometry, 

Multithreading and TensorFlow. To properly implement it, however, we would first have to 

understand the code provided by the aforementioned team. Thus, this was our first goal. 

 

 Session 8.3 

Date: 29.01.2020 
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Postu  

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Understand the Road Runner implemented by 
ACME robotics 

  
X 

• Set up the environment necessary for the Road 
Runner 

  
X 

• Programming dept.: 

Having understood the Road Runner implemented by ACME robotics at a basic level, it 

was time to now implement it. Thus, during this working session, Alex Enache and Alex Postu 

installed the road runner quick start. Although this process took longer than expected, the end 

result was worth the trouble: the Road Runner environment was all functional, and all we would 

now have to do is start coding. 

 

    Sprint Retrospective 
As can be seen from the working sessions above, during this sprint we encountered a lot of 

unexpected problems that worsened our situation regarding time. We discussed what problems we faced 

department-wise: 

Building Department: 

o One of the chassis’ wheels does not touch the ground 

o The batteries do not work (2 of them are broken, one is missing) 

o Time management issues 
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o We do not have a clear image of what we have to do 

o Communication with the seniors 

o Useless discussions on WhatsApp groups 

 

    CAD Department: 

o Notebook progress is slow 

o Chassis CAD project progress is halted and must be resumed 

 

    Programming Department: 

o The tool we found must be tested and we have nothing to test it on (read more about the 

Road-Runner at page IV-41) 

 

    Most of the issues found have a straightforward solution. This discussion helped us understand 

what we did wrong and use this information in order to solve the problems.  

    We decided that we did not have any more time to prototype, so every system that we build 

should be as close to a final one as possible. 
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Sprint 9 (1.02 - 14.02) 
Sprint Planning 

     
     

Department Task 
People in 
charge Task status 

CAD Phone mount Mihnea & Curi 
Carried over from previous sprint (to 
do) 

CAD Chassis CAD Project Mihnea 
Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Building 
Odometry system 
(mechanical) Dani 

Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Building Research Intake System Razvan 
Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Building Active Intake Prototype Adina 
Carried over from previous sprint (to 
do) 

Building Chassis Endurance Test Curi 
Carried over from previous sprint 
(blocked) 

CAD Encoder Mount Mihnea New (depends on having the encoder) 

Programming Test Road-Runner Tool Alex Enache New 

 

 

    Even if it took us another sprint, 

the chassis was finally assembled and all 

that there was left to do was to add the 

odometry system. After this, the building 

department should start working on the 

intake system while the programming team 

tests the tool they implemented and code 

the autonomous period.  

    As we missed the last integration 

point, it was crucial to work fast to 

compensate for the lack of time. 
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Working Sessions 

 Session 9.1 

Date: 02.02.2019 
Attendance: Dani, Mihnea 

Dept. Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

CAD • Mobile encoder mount project 
  

X 

• Designing the encoder bearing support 
  

X 

• CAD dept: 

As we had made the immobile encoder mount, we added a base at the bottom which 

included two large holes, making it moveable. 

This support was designed to hold the mobile encoder mount in place. As such, we made 

the same thin holes in which the mount would be screwed. This component as well as the 

previous one were both included in the final robot for the encoder that’s placed in the center of 

the robot. All these components are part of the odometry system. 

 Session 9.2 

Date: 7.02.2020 
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Daniel, Miruna 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming • Create the classes of our robot 
  

X 

CAD • Intake wheels design 
  

X 

• Omni wheels download 
  

X 

• Programming dept.: 

The goal for this day was to implement the classes of our robot according to the 

refactoring scheme, which can be seen at page IV-29, Figure 46. Thus, we began by implementing 

the Robot class, which would be used for telemetry and logging. Then, we created two other 

classes for the two currently assembled subsystems, SkystoneArm and MecanumDrive. The latter 

extends the SampleMecanumDriveBase class that is included in the road runner package. 

• CAD dept.: 

Since we stuck with this intake system, an idea 

brought by the building department (see building 

team intake system section on page IV-2), we 

downloaded the wheels from ‘Rev Robotics’. The 

diameter of the wheel was 50 mm. There was a small 

modification compared to the original project, as we 

added two more holes with the same 4 mm diameter. 

Figure 14 - Omni Wheel 
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The large hole on the center measured 8 mm and we also changed the wheel aesthetically, getting 

rid of the curves. This wheel was printed with ABS plastic and 

because of that, it was rigid. 

We also made a bigger wheel which had a diameter 

of 65 mm. This one was printed with smartfill flex. We faced 

problems when trying to make the …, but we solved it by 

sketching rectangles on the front plane and extruding them 

into the wheel. 

We downloaded the omni wheels from ‘Tetrix’ 

and used them as well as the ‘middle’ encoder, for the odometry system. More information about 

how the omni wheels work in relation to the odometry system can be found in the building 

department’s odometry system section (refer to page IV-14). 

 Session 9.3 

Date: 10.02.2020 
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Daniel, Miruna 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming • Tune the PID Control System - turn function 
 

X 
 

CAD • Designing the phone support 
  

X 

• Designing the support angle setter 
  

X 

• Programming dept.: 

With the classes for the subsystems being implemented, the next logical step would be to 

test the PID and change its constants accordingly. This is exactly what we did during this working 

session: we would change the PID’s constants after watching the system’s behavior when testing 

the robot’s turns. 

Naturally, we did not succeed to properly tune the PID in one single day. The end result 

was decent, but none of the movements were as precise as we would have liked them to be. We 

speculated that it had something to do with an encoder that had malfunctioned. 

• CAD dept.: 

The phone support was a great idea since 

we needed stability for the phone to work properly. 

It prevented many situations where the robot would 

disconnect just because the wire kept unplugging 

from robot collision or other external factors. There 

were some problems when we started designing 

because we had to keep in mind all the details: how 

we position the hole on the support’s back, how we 

make sure the phone doesn’t fall or move, how we 

make room for the wire so it would avoid unplugging. 

Figure 16 - Phone Mount 

Figure 15 - Smartfill flex intake wheel 
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After all that debate, we managed to come up with this component, which we tested a 

couple of times on our robot and was a real success. 

 For the hole, we made a circle on the back of the support and used ‘press pull’. The 

diameter measures 30 mm. To have the phone stable, we made two thin plates in which pieces of 

wire would go through and be knotted. We designed a small space at the end of the support 

shaped in such a way the USB cord would go in. 

But the phone support on itself wasn’t enough and 

as such, we thought maybe an angle-setter would make the 

whole system better. The support would be rooted by some 

pinions below, while also being held in place by some screws 

on the upper side. We left some space between the support 

and the setter, that way it makes it slightly moveable so we 

could change the camera’s angle. These projects were made 

using tools such as ‘extrude’, ‘circle’, ‘slot’, ‘ellipse’ and 

‘fillet’. 

 

 Session 9.4 

Date: 11.02.2020 
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Daniel, Miruna 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming Find a workaround for the broken encoder 
  

X 

Tune the PID Control System - turn function 
  

X 

• Programming dept.: 

Much like the previous day, we kept tuning the PID constants. The end result for the day 

was that the robot turned precisely and efficiently. The issue we had the day before was due to 

the fact that one of our encoders was broken. We discarded it and made a new localizer using only 

2 encoders and the integrated gyro in the REV expansion hub. 

 

 Session 9.5 

Date: 12.02.2020 
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Daniel, Miruna 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming • Tune the PID Control System - holonomic 
motion 

  
X 

 

 

• Programming dept.: 

Figure 17 - Angle setter 
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After three days of tuning, we finally managed to find the right PID constants for all holonomic 

movements and for the turn function. Therefore, the task of tuning the PID Control System is now 

over. 

 

Sprint Retrospective 
    The integration point set for this sprint was reached, the robot implementing odometry and 

parking under the bridge autonomously. This implied that the chassis and the odometry system were 

functional and that the road-runner code was tuned and ready for general use. 

    Overall, the sprint was productive, most of the technical tasks were completed in time. 

    However, a sudden issue appeared, as our 3d printer broke. This meant that we could not print 

the assets necessary for the intake mechanism. We decided to contact other teams to help us with 

printing (QUBE., you have our sincere gratitude) while we waited for our 3d printer to be fixed. 

    During this sprint retrospective, we decided to shorten the sprint duration to one week, in order 

to adapt quicker to the problems that arise and to work more efficiently. 
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Sprint 10 (15.02 - 
21.02) 
Sprint Planning 

 

Department Task 
People in 
charge Task status 

Programming Research Vuforia Dani New 

CAD Chassis CAD Project Mihnea Carried Over Last Sprint (blocked) 

Building 
Active Intake 
Prototype Adina Gabi & Adi 

Carried over from previous sprint 
(blocked) 

Programming 
Implement 
TensorFlow Dani & Miruna New 

Building Arm System - Backlog 

Building Slider System - Backlog 

General Print Phone Mount Curi Blocked 

  

For this sprint, the integration point was mainly programming team related: <robot> moves the 

skystone to the building site autonomously. While the programming team was working, the building team 

had time to finish the intake mechanism. However, due to the fact that our 3d printer broke, we did not 

have the assets necessary to finish the system or to print the phone mount. 

Thus, we decided to use this time to start working on other systems, such as the arm system or 

the sliding system.  
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Working Sessions 

 Session 10.1 

Date: 15.02.2020 
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Daniel, Miruna 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming Implementing TensorFlow Skystone Identification 
 

X 
 

• Programming dept.: 

Since we now had a functional PID Control System, we began working on our Skystone 

identification system. For that, we initially decided to use the provided TensorFlow classes. The 

first step would be adding the classes and modifying them so that they would work properly with 

our hardware. We ran a few standalone tests with only the Robot Controller phone and made sure 

that our device was able to identify the Stones. 

 Session 10.2 

Date: 17.02.2020 
Attendance: Alex Enache, Alex Miclea, Daniel, Miruna 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming Implementing TensorFlow Skystone Identification 
 

X 
 

• Programming dept.: 

    Having checked that the TensorFlow tool worked on its own, we then integrated it into 

the rest of our code. When tested alongside our movement functions, we encountered a first 

issue: it would take a great amount of time for the TensorFlow to load, which caused our chassis’ 

movement to waver. Our solution to this was to move the TensorFlow workload to a different 

thread.  

 

 Session 10.3 

Date: 19.02.2020 
Attendance:  

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming Implementing TensorFlow Skystone Identification 
 

X 
 

• Programming dept.: 

This day we picked up where we left off, and we developed the new TensorFlow thread. 

After doing so, the next logical step would be to integrate TensorFlow according to our needs. 

Thus, for the day, we focused on making TensorFlow detect Skystones reliably. Unfortunately, we 

faced two major issues: TensorFlow would rarely actually recognize a skystone next to two other 

stones, and if it did, the FTC app would crash immediately. 
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Sprint Retrospective 
The goal set for this sprint was reached, the robot successfully 

detecting the skystone and moving it in the building site. 

Besides this, however, there was not much progress. Our 

printer was not fixed yet, so we couldn’t finish the intake system or 

print the phone mount. There was also a delay in the shipment for 

bearings. 

While we were brainstorming ideas for other intake 

mechanisms in the case that the printer would not be completed in 

time, we received a call from a 3d printing company that offered us 3d 

printing services as a sponsorship.  
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Sprint 11 (22.02 - 
28.02) 
Sprint Planning 

 

Department Task 
People in 
charge Task status 

CAD Chassis CAD Project Mihnea 
Carried Over Last Sprint (in 
progress) 

Building Active Intake Prototype 
Adina Gabi & 
Adi 

Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Programming 
Switch from TensorFlow to 
Vuforia Dani & Miruna New 

Building Arm System - Backlog 

Building Slider System - Backlog 

General Print Phone Mount Curi Carried Over Previous Sprint (to do) 

 

    The planning board for this sprint changed very little. The only new task was programming 

related: switching to Vuforia AI (see more at page IV-37) was necessary, as TensorFlow proved to be quite 

inaccurate when identifying Skystones. 

    Two tasks were unblocked when we got access to 3d printing services so we decided to 

prioritize them:  finishing the intake system and printing a phone mount. 

Working Sessions 

 Session 11.1 

Date: 22.02.2020 
Attendance:  

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Programming Implementing Vuforia Skystone Identification 
  

X 

• Programming dept.: 
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After our unsuccessful experience with TensorFlow, we turned to Vuforia Navigation for 

identifying Skystones. So, on that day we worked on creating the new Vuforia thread class and 

integrating it into our code. This proved to have much better results than our TensorFlow thread. 

We were now able to begin drafting proper autonomous OpModes for dragging Skystones 

underneath the bridge.  

 Session 11.2 

Date: 25.02.2020 
Attendance:  

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming Creating an Autonomous OpMode for dragging 
Skystones 

 
X 

 

• Programming dept.: 

Our main focus that day was testing different autonomous strategies and figuring out 

what worked best for us. This meant tweaking our current code and running multiple tests. After 

we settled on a strategy, we began working on perfecting it. We ended up with a pretty decent 

result, and we now only had to adapt it to work on either side of the field. 

 

Date: 27.02.2020 
Attendance: Danilov, Adi, Cristi, Greci, Gabi, Irina, Mihnea, Adina, Daniel 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Building Mount Intake Mechanism X 
  

Manage Wires 
 

X 
 

Mount Skystone Plate X 
  

CAD Design A New Encoder Mount  
  

X 

 

• Building dept.: 

In order to finish some of the functionality of the robot until the demonstrative 

competition, we decided to mount the finished intake system on the robot, alongside the support 

plate which needs to hold the stone. In order to mount the plate, the wiring needed to be done. 

At the end of the day, we did not manage to finish any of the tasks, as we were unfocused. 

Moreover, a more crucial task emerged: mount the new encoders - task which we completed. 

• CAD dept.: 

    The task the CAD department had to do was design a mount for the new encoder (see 

at page IV-14) 
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 Session 11.3 

Date: 28.02.2020 
Attendance:  

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In 
Process 

Completed 

Programming Creating an Autonomous OpMode for dragging 
Skystones 

  
X 

Creating the DriverMode class 
  

X 

• Programming dept.: 

All our test classes resulted in our code being a bit disorganized, so we started the day by 

doing some slight refactoring. Afterwards, we continued tweaking our autonomous OpModes, for 

both the red and the blue side of the field. 

In addition to that, we added the DriverMode class for our robot, mapping the hardware 

systems to the robot controller. 

 

Sprint Retrospective 
    This sprint was not productive regarding the building 

department, the intake prototype not being finished (or non-

functional). Because of this our mentor, Liliana, held a speech 

regarding procrastination and working in the workshop. 

    The programming department finished the tasks, 

successfully detecting the skystone and finishing the autonomous. 
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Sprint 12 (29.02 - 
6.03) 
Sprint Planning 

 

Department Task 
People in 
charge Task status 

Building Active Intake Prototype 
Adina Gabi & 
Adi 

Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Programming Fix App Crash Issue 
Dani & Alex 
Enache New 

Building Build Foundation Grabber Adi New 

Building 
Switch old encoders with 
new ones Dani New 

Building Arm System - Backlog 

Building Slider System - Backlog 

 

Working Sessions 

 Session 12.1 

Date: 2.03.2020 
Attendance: Danilov, Adi, Daniel, Gabi, Alex Enache 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Building Mount Intake Mechanism’s skystone plate  
 

X 
 

Switch Old Encoders with New Ones 
  

X 

Programming Fix App Crash Bug 
  

X 
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• Building dept.: 

    During this session we tried to work simultaneously on the robot, Daniel mounting the 

new 1024 ppr encoders (for superior positional accuracy) while Gabi, Danilov and Adi bore holes in 

order to attach a polycarbonate plate under the intake mechanism. 

• Programming dept.: 

We noticed that the code had a bog which caused the robot to enter an emergency stop 

and to stop responding for 1 minute. This happened 2 times during the Info1Robotics demo, so it 

was a top priority to fix. After some thinking, we concluded that it was just a missing condition in a 

loop. We tested it and it fixed the issue. 

 Session 12.2 

Date: 5.03.2020 
Attendance: Danilov, Adi, Daniel, Gabi 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Building Mount Intake Mechanism’s skystone plate  
  

X 

Prototype Foundation Grabber & Extension System X 
  

 

Sprint Retrospective 
This sprint retrospective was short, as we needed to finish some of the tasks. We held a daily 

meeting to update everyone regarding our progress and we proceeded to work. 

Because there were not so many things left to do, we did not feel the need for a full-length 

retro. 
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Sprint 13 (7.03 - 
13.03) 
Sprint Planning 

 

Department Task 
People in 
charge Task status 

Building 
Build Foundation 
Grabber Adi 

Carried over from previous sprint (in 
progress) 

Building Arm System Gabi New (from backlog) 

Building Slider System Gabi & Danilov New (from backlog) 

 

Working Sessions 

 Session 13.1 

Date: 7.03.2020 
Attendance: Danilov, David, Adi, Gabi, Miruna, Mihnea, Daniel, Alex Miclea  

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Building Bore holes in the sliders for mounting 
  

X 

Tune intake mechanism 
  

X 

Mount Foundation Grabber 
 

X 
 

CAD Design Capstone 
 

X 
 

Update Chassis Project 
  

X 

Add Intake mechanism on the project 
 

X 
 

• Building dept.: 
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For this session, we split tasks to optimize working time. Alexandra and David bore holes 

through the sliders in order to attach them one to another. Gabi worked on the intake mechanism 

which had some issues, while Adi mounted 2 servos and 2 flat profiles as a foundation arm. 

• CAD dept.: 

Mihnea was the only one present from the CAD department. He started working on the 

capstone design, before moving to updating the chassis project. This had to be done, as new 

assets were added to the chassis since the creation of the design. 

After he finished, he added the intake mechanism to the existing chassis. 

 Session 13.2 

Date: 9.03.2020 
Attendance: Adi, Dani, Mihnea, Gabi 

Dept.: Tasks: Postponed In Process Completed 

Building Mount Foundation Grabber 
  

X 

CAD Design Capstone 
  

X 

Add Intake mechanism on the project 
  

X 

Programming Code the Foundation Grabber 
  

X 

• Building dept.: 

We finished mounting the foundation grabber using 2 shaft extensions. 

• CAD dept.: 

Mihnea finished the capstone project, as well as integrating the intake mechanism into 

the CAD project. 

• Programming dept.: 

Coding the foundation grabber was easy, just 2 servos and 2 functions. Read more about 

or way of integrating new subsystems on page .... 

 

    Sprint Retrospective 
Unfortunately, due to the pandemic, this sprint prematurely ended on 11.03 (at the same time 

when the schools closed) leaving it without a retrospective. 
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Building Department 
The Chassis 

 The chassis (also called drivetrain) is the load-bearing framework of any FTC robot. It represents 

less than 20% of all functionalities in a match but serves as the bonding element for the other 80% to form 

the machine. The efficiency and configuration of the active systems -that will be presented in future 

chapters- are also thought with the chassis structure in mind. 

The versatility of the chassis: 

The versatility of any system is given by the number of applications it can be used in, in some 

cases with the addition of a few changes. 

A solid base allows the engineer to design and modify assemblies of the machine while making 

little to no compromises in regard to the basic framework.  

    A key concept is the versatility of the chassis, given by the number of cases that it can be used 

in. Versatility can prove limiting at times because it can never suit a theme as good as a product 

made solely for the purpose of resolving a specific issue, or achieving a particular goal. With this in 

mind, we came to the conclusion that we should consider investing time in designing and building 

a versatile chassis.   

 

STRONG POINTS: 

• Using the chassis in future seasons will save us time.  

The versatility of the chassis will make it suitable for future themes, with a couple to no changes needed. 

With a solid framework and drive train, the future team will have more time developing the best active 

systems. This chapter is heavily linked with the CAD department, starting from page IV-45.  

• It is custom made. 

This allows us to have a laser-cut structure, every hole having its clear purpose so little compromise, in 

terms of structural reinforcement elements and motors or wheels placement, is needed to get the wanted 

result.  

• More strong points of our new chassis are based on its designed structure and design concept, for 

example, placing of the holes that permit both fixing additional mechanism and structures without 

the need to drill the chassis and maneuverability when placing the wheels and motors. Though we 

will not get into detail at this stage. You may want to take a look at page IV-45, CAD section, to 

continue this segment. 

However, this is not to say there were no disadvantages to this type of chassis. 

 

WEAK POINTS: 

• Building it depends on an external factor. After the CAD department finished the project, we 

needed to find a CNC workshop to materialize our project. That took a lot more time than we 
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expected, but after a lot of emails were sent, we got help from a local CNC workshop. (They did 

not want to be mentioned in this notebook.) But still, this process took a lot of precious time. 

• Troubleshooting is time-consuming. The aforementioned holes (page IV-45, CAD section) that 

were already made on the chassis would not suffice for all the components that we would need to 

fix on the chassis. The most time-consuming assets were the bearings used for the shafts of the 

motors (see “drive train” on the next page), we talked about this process on page III-25, Meetings, 

and sprints section. 

 

The design of the chassis: 

• Low height, therefore the heavier mechanisms will be placed lower, getting the center of gravity 

closer to the ground, providing a lot more stability to the robot and maneuverability for the 

drivers. 

• Wide space in the middle of the chassis, thus permitting to fix the system on a lower level (for this 

year with the skybridge, this trait becomes very useful) 

• Can be used for any kind of transmission. 

• Provides adjustable tension (see page IV-45, on the CAD section) 

 

Final face of the chassis: 

Structure: 

  The main structure of our chassis consists of the plates presented in the CAD section on 

page IV-45. The plates provide a variety of holes that make the assembly a lot more versatile.  

• Framework  
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Every part of the chassis is made from one exterior plate and inside plate, fixed in 3 places with 2 M8 

threaded shafts, using the 8mm holes on the front and rear.  

• Connecting the plates 

These shafts are fixed as seen in Figure 18. A nylock nut fixed to the outside of the robot would 

make it beyond the sizebox required. So, at the 

end of the shaft, a washer was welded to replace 

the nut.  

The nuts fixed to the inside of each plate provide 

stability and prevent the plates from moving on 

the shaft under the load of the assemblies fixed 

on them. 

• Strengthening the structure 

To link the chassis parts, we opted for 2 

peanut extrusions, fixed with self-tapping screws 

to the interior plates, as seen in the image on the 

left. These peanut extrusions also provide a 

steady bearing for supporting the plate, which will be mentioned next. 

The plate, a 2 mm aluminum sheet, is fixed to the peanut 

extrusions with pop rivets. This part provides the base for supporting 

the motors.  

Drive train: 

• Wheels 

The wheels used on this chassis are 8 inches mecanum wheels. Providing the chassis with 

omnidirectional moving ability. Inside the wheels, using the hole with different diameters, we pressed 

the bushings. They were locked in place with a flat head wood screw driven through the wheel and 

into the bushing. The bushings that face the interior of the chassis are made with an extrusion that 

permits enough space to place the driven gear. 

• Motors 

Figure 18 
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            We settled with the NeveRest Classic 40 Gearmotor as our driving motors, after trying the same 

model with a 20 Gearmotor (the reason behind this alternation is explained at page TODO, Meetings 

and sprints section), fixing every motor with 2 motor mounts, one TETRIX® MAX DC Motor Mount (in 

the front) and one printed motor mount (in the rear). The rear mount provides additional stability for 

the motor, a fact that we learned from last season. 

 

• Fixing the motor shaft 

    We fixed the motor shaft using a printed bearing, see Figure 19. This provides the shaft a lot more 

stability and prevents chain slip. For every printed bearing we pressed a roller bearing to fix the shaft and 

drilled 2 diagonal holes to fix them to the interior chassis plate. 

• Transmission  

    As for the transmission, we decided to stick 

with the chain-based mechanism, due to its 

versatility and easy maintenance. We used a 3:2 

(drive gear: 24 teeth, driven gear: 16 teeth) gear 

ratio, that provides the robot with speed and 

decent torque, supporting the mechanisms above 

without much problem. The length of the chain 

was determined with an approximate equation, 

that gave us a close idea for the chain length. 

Figure 19 
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Figure 20 - Final version of the mechanism 

 

Intake Mechanism 
As presented in the meeting/sprint/sessions chapters, 

we chose the option of a passive intake mechanism for the 

competition robot. 

This option provides the robot with the ability to collect 

while moving, saving a lot of time in a match. 

The structure of the system is as follows:     

1.  The platform: 

The platform is made from a 25x25 cm polycarbonate 

plate, placed at an angle of x degrees, which is fixed to the 

interior of the chassis via 4 aluminum L-shaped brackets. 

The configuration of the chassis restrained our freedom 

in collecting the stones. 

 The positioning of the motors did not allow us to 

hold the stone in the robot at a low height, therefore the 

platform will have a steep slope, which will become a major deciding factor in the overall system. 

 The slope of the platform will approximately coincide with the angle of the working mechanism, 

so we decided to first find the sweet spot for the platform. 

    

2. The frame: 

The frame is composed of 2 parallel C-shaped channels placed on the interior plate of the chassis 

(represented in the sketch) 

Through the 2 C-shaped profiles we have installed a 30 

cm X-shaped extrusion (in the future we will refer to it as a 

“clavicle”, due to its purpose of supporting 2 arms) fixed with 2 

self-tapping screws on each profile. This element has the 

purpose of supporting the moving arms that pull the stone into 

the robot, therefore it is oriented to the exterior of the robot to 

allow the arms to drag? the stone. Every arm is fixed to the 

“clavicle” using a tone on the angled ramp. 

 

3. The moving arms: 

      These are 2 symmetrical parts, therefore we will 

describe  

only one arm. 
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 The 2 wheels on each arm are driven by motors acting antagonally, thus allowing the system to 

work together to either pull or push the stone. The wheels are connected to the motors via an 8cm 6 mm 

steel shaft, as presented in picture 2.1. 

      The front wheels, which are made out of an elastic material, are bigger and more flexible than 

the back ones, which are made from plastic. We placed a piece of glass seal on each of the front wheels, 

giving it more grip.  

 The 2 arms are movable thanks to an elastic band, allowing the arms to come back in the initial 

position. 

 

Functionality: 

     The progress we made on this system before the lockdown is presented in the “Meetings and 

Sprints” section of this engineering notebook 

 Notable problems we faced: 

•  Lack of grip coming from the front wheels.  

• The distance between the two arms. The rubber band that allows the two arms to move was 

either too loosely or too tightly tied, so we had to adjust the tightness of it.  

• Also, to adjust the distance between the two arms we used a 3D printed separator that mounts 

directly on the motors. 

  

Figure 22 - Side view Figure 23 - Bottom view 

Figure 21 - Top view of the mechanism 
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Outtake Mechanism 
 By choosing an active intake mechanism, as presented on page III-8, Meeting and Sprints section, 

we used separate systems to collect and place the stone on the foundation. We already finished the intake 

mechanism before starting the “outtake mechanism”, as we named it for a matter of convenience.  

As this was the last assembly to be finished, the general shape and features are made with respect 

to the rest of the systems.  

Because of the lockdown, we ended up with just a prototype for this system, though we continued 

to work on it after a part of the restrictions were lifted. 

The components of the outtake mechanism: 

1. Linear motion system 

2. Horizontal moving system 

3. The gripper 

 

1.  Vertical linear motion system 

For building a skyscraper we used 2 sets of 

parallel linear slides to build upwards. Therefore, 

this system is a vertical application, so we placed 

the 2 sets of slides face to face, to give it stability 

and avoid back and forth lash. 

To keep this system stable and properly 

functioning, we had to have a steady framework 

that supports the slides and the rest of the 

components. 

For this purpose, we used one peanut 

extrusion on each side, each fixed with 2 corner 

brackets that attach the extrusion to the chassis 

using Tetrix screws and kep nuts (fixing to the 

chassis) and pop rivets (fixing the bracket to the 

peanut extrusion), see Figure 30 for the sketched 

representation. The first slide of every set will 

attach to the peanut extrusion using the holes 

already made on them, see Figure 25 representing 

the original shape of the slides when bought. 

For extension, we opted for linear slides, 

similar to drawer slides, but lighter (made from aluminum), shorter (each with 20 cm retracted length, 213 

extension and 26 kg max load on major axis), overall more suitable for our needed application. As 

mentioned above (see framework), we divided the slides into 2 sets, placed face to face, each made of 7 

slides to get to a total extended length of 189cm (see Figure 24).                                  

Figure 24 - Full length of the sliders 
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The slides in a set are attached to each other using flat head M4 screws (see Figure 28). 

To extend the telescopic slides we used a system of pulleys. For the actual pulley, we used 

channel bearing (see Figure 25), with ⌀3mm interior. Unlike printed pulleys, bearings withstand and 

reduce friction made by the moving cable, though these pulleys have no shell to prevent slipping, so we 

printed one customized for our need, to see the full project look at page IV-45, CAD section. We have 

chosen the cascading system, due to its extension speed that permits multiple slides to move 

simultaneously, reducing substantially wasted time in a match (see Figure 26 for a graphic representation 

showing how we placed every pulley and ran the cables). To connect the pulley to the linear slides we 

drilled 2 holes on each side of the slides, as seen in the image below, we threaded the holes with M3 tap, 

to replace the nut that fixes the M3 screw. The screw attaches the side of the slide to the bearing and then 

to a flat profile, that ensures the stability of the bearing. This screw is actually a threaded shaft (permitting 

us to cut it to a desirable length) that is fixed on the outside with an M3 nut and washer, to prevent 

loosening. 

 

Acting this system are 2 reels driven by 1:60 NeveRest motors that will be placed on the inside of 

the chassis. This stage of the project remained in the concept stage, so no pictures will be added. 

These motors acted reels are to be placed on the side of the inside chassis, fixed with Tetrix 

screws, compatible with the threaded holes of the motor mounts (we used the Tetrix motor mounts made 

Figure 25 
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from 2 pieces, represented in Figure 27). The cables are passed through one more pulley that changes the 

direction of the cable from vertical to horizontal. 

This pulley is fixed to the inside plate on the horizontal structure provided by the chassis (see 

design concept of the chassis, page IV-45, CAD section) with a printed element. 

The cable then passes through the first pulley of the system, continuing as we presented in image 

Figure 26 (cascade). 

The cable that comes from the reel is  

2.  Horizontal moving system 

    We imagined this whole assembly with the purpose to 

take the stone from the plate that extends from the ramp, that we 

mentioned in the last chapter, and place it on the foundation. For 

this, we used 2 parallel linear slides, that extend outwards. 

We refer to the structural support that connects the 

horizontal moving system with the gripper, also attaching the 2 

sets of linear slides (see Figure 30), and the element that supports 

the servo acted reel as the “frame” of this system.  

Our options for the linear slides are either using the same 

elements that build the vertical linear motion system or, what we 

ended up choosing, a more compact alternative, made out of 

steel, very resistant, but lightweight due to its size (see image to 

the left). Unlike the slides used in the vertical application, these 

are bought from a local hardware store and are made for furniture 

applications.  

We choose to use 2 sets, each consisting of 2 slides. These sets are fixed to the vertical slides with 

screws and are connected by the frame presented above. 

For the pulleys mechanism, we 

decided to use printed pulleys, as they are 

lighter and do not require a separate shell to 

avoid cable slipping. 

We opted for continuous extension 

lift rigging because this system does not 

require a fast extension, unlike the vertical 

system. To activate the pulley system, we 

needed a reel that will pull and loosen the 

cable, this reel is actioned by a servo that is 

placed as seen in Figure 30. To retract these 

slides, we used elastic bands that are 

represented in the same image as the rest of 

the system. 

 

 

Figure 26 
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3. The gripper 

The main purpose of this part is to hold and release the stone. Also, this part provides the option 

to rotate the stone, for building a steadier skyscraper, more on that matter was presented on page I-4, 

    The main body of the gripper is made from 2 fixed plaques of 3 mm plexiglass joined to form an 

“L” shape (Figure 29), one side having the purpose of stopping the stone that is collected, and one side 

above the stone, that supports the parts of the  

gripper. The part that stops the stone has 

2 stripes of glass seal glued to it, for improving its 

adherence.  

    Apart from the fixed elements, there is 

one moving flap that closes when the stone is 

inside the gripper and holds it in place, this part is 

actioned by a servo. This part also has a glass seal 

glued to it, like the stopper mentioned above. 

Rotating element. As we mentioned 

above, we decided that the most feasible option for 

constructing a steady skyscraper is to create a 2x2 

pattern. We decided to use a servo for this purpose. This connects the gripper to the horizontal moving 

system and ensures the ability to build the pattern mentioned above. From the little to no test that we 

ended up doing, we didn’t find any problems with its functioning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28 Figure 27 

Figure 29 - Gripper Drawing 
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Figure 30 
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Odometry 
Concept 

 

 

Since the first year of the competition, we used rotary motor 

encoders on our robot to measure the distance covered. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Our Odometry System Idea 

This year, we decided to build a dedicated odometry 

system to solve our localization problems generated by 

wheel slippage and friction anomalies. The issue that we 

had was generated by the fact that, if we measured the 

rotation of the powered wheels, the encoder would take 

into account the slippage of the wheel as well. This was most 

detrimental, as powered wheels (especially mecanum ones) 

tend to slip when quickly accelerating.  

The system we have on our robot is made up of 2 

“dead wheels”, each of them connected to one encoder, and 

a gyroscope. 

If we imagine the robot staying on a 2d cartesian grid, then one wheel is responsible for the X-axis, 

while the other one for the Y-axis (relative to the robot). The gyroscope’s purpose is to take into account 

the rotation of the robot when calculating wheel positions.  

Odometry is the use of data from motion sensors to 

estimate the change in position over time. It is used in 

robotics by some legged or wheeled robots to estimate their 

position relative to a starting location. This method is sensitive 

to errors due to the integration of velocity measurements 

overtime to give position estimates. Rapid and accurate data 

collection, instrument calibration, and processing are required 

in most cases for odometry to be used effectively. 

A rotary encoder, also called a shaft encoder, is an 

electro-mechanical device that converts the angular position or 

motion of a shaft or axle to analog or digital output signals. 

Figure 31 - Distance travelled 

Figure 32 - Encoder 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robotics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robotics
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In Figure 33, you can see the translation of the robot expressed in each odometry wheels’ 

perspective. On the right side, the robot does not rotate, so the distances travelled by each wheel are the 

composite vectors for the final movement. On the left-hand side, the robot rotates 90 degrees and moves 

tangent to the trajectory. In this case, the X-axis wheel does not register any movement. Depending on the 

positioning of the Y-axis wheel (on the left or right of the robot), it can register different distances. Here 

comes into play the gyroscope. 

 

Technical Details 

The wheels we use are Omni wheels, to reduce the friction 

generated by the holonomic movement of the chassis. 

We have two 1024 PPR (pulses per revolution) encoders, 

fixed with 3d printed encoder mounts. We use the REV Expansion 

Hub integrated gyroscope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 
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Comparison 

 

Challenges No Encoders (sleep-

based) 

Powered Wheels 

Encoders 

Dedicated Odometry System 

Positional 

Accuracy 

Very poor, depends 

on other sensors 

used; highly 

influenced by other 

factors 

Decent. Wheel slippage 

and robot collisions 

gravely disturb robot 

self - localization 

Optimal. The robot can 

consistently self-localize. Can 

be improved when used 

together with other sensors  

Implementation 

(building the 

system) 

Requires no 

assembling. 

Requires no 

assembling. 

Motors usually come 

equipped with 

encoders. Cable 

management is 

necessary. 

Tricky. Depending on the size 

of the encoders, finding space 

in the robot may be hard. 

Wheel positioning must be 

accurately tuned. 

Implementation 

(programming) 

Couldn’t be easier. 

Only one code 

instruction. 

Obnoxious. Encoder 

values change 

drastically from small 

changes. 

Easy. Requires tuning the 

system first. Afterwards, there 

are few issues with this system 

Cost No additional costs. Small additional costs: 

encoder wires 

Expensive: depending on 

encoders, this system can cost 

a lot 
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Figure 34 - Skystone Arm 

 

Secondary Systems 
Secondary systems are mechanisms which have only one purpose and could be replaced by other 

systems. These systems excel at optimizing certain tasks. This year, we have 3 secondary systems: 

1. Skystone Arm 

2. Foundation Grabber 

3. Tape Measure Extension 

 

Skystone Arm 

This subsystem helps with picking the skystone during 

autonomous.  

We noticed, after some testing, that picking Skystones up in 

the autonomous using the intake mechanism was not a viable solution. 

This led us to the conclusion that we required an additional arm, 

mounted on the side of the robot, in order to pick up the stone. This 

also enabled us to move quicker, as we needed fewer rotations. 

The mechanism consists of a servo, mounted on the chassis, on 

which there is a metal plate attached. Near the end of the aluminum 

plate, we mounted 2 aluminum claws. In order not to put too much 

tension on the servo shaft, we used a shaft extension. 

The skystone arm is positioned on the right side of the robot, 

next to the phone mount. Having the phone on the same side as the 

skystone arm was a requirement, as we use image identification to 

track the skystone (read more on page IV-37). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35 - Skystone Arm on robot 
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Task Active Intake Skystone Arm 

Collecting Skystones / 
Stones in Autonomous 

Very hard / Impossible to grab. The 
starting position of the robot is 
perpendicular to stones. 

Very easy. The arm just slides over the 
stone. 

Moving Skystones in 
the Building Site 

Very easy. No new variables to consider. Problematic. Requires taking into 
consideration the length of the arm when 
passing under the bridge. 

Collecting Skystones / 
Stone in TeleOp 

Very easy. Stones should slide easily 
onto the plate. 

Not optimum. Takes a while to position the 
robot in order to pick a stone. Strafing is 
harder. 

 

Foundation Grabber 

In order to grab and move the 

foundation, we use a grabber subsystem.  

There were 2 alternatives to moving 

the foundation besides this system: using the 

skystone arm (see above) or pushing the 

foundation with the chassis. Both are 

imperfect solutions, either because the grip is 

too low or because moving the foundation is disrupted 

by the robot. 

Therefore, we designed an independent subsystem dedicated to grabbing the foundation and 

enabling the robot to move it freely. 

The mechanism consists of 2 servos, attached to an aluminum plate in between the chassis. There 

is one steel plate attached to each servo. Again, in order not to stress the servo shaft, we used a shaft 

extension mounted on another aluminum plate. 

Task Skystone Arm Robot chassis Dedicated Foundation 
Grabber 

Pushing the 
Foundation 

Cannot push. You still rely 
on the chassis to do that. 

Problematic. Sometimes the 
chassis loses traction. Almost 
impossible to spin the 
foundation while pushing it. 

Can push efficiently 

Dragging the 
Foundation 

Decent. Not precise, usually 
cannot drag the foundation 
in a straight line. Wheels 
lose traction 

Cannot drag. Almost perfect. Can drag the 
foundation in a straight line. 
Sometimes the wheels lose 
traction. 

Figure 36 - Top view of the subsystem 
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Tape Measure Mechanism 

Unfortunately, due to the lockdown, we did not manage to finish this subsystem, so this section is 

about the concept. 

This subsystem was intended to ease the task of parking, either under the bridge during the 

autonomous period or in the field corner, during the driver-controlled period. 

The mechanism was supposed to be simple. We had to take a tape measure, remove the spring, 

and drill a hole through one side. We should have mounted a D-nub on the spool and attached a servo 

with a shaft extension. This way, we could extend and retract the tape measure whenever we pleased. 

 

Demo Robot 
The fact that we have to participate in many competitions and presentations determined us to 

build a robot designed exclusively for that. The reasoning was that we could design a much better and 

well-thought-out robot for the competition in the meantime.  

This decision was based on the experience from last year, when we used a different robot for 

some of the presentations and demos.  

 

Demo robot purpose: 

We had to think of the most reliable option that could also be improved in the future, in case of a 

major problem arising in stressful situations, such as before or during a competition. This is why we 

decided to use the previous chassis, which last year proved to be efficient and with which we were already 

familiar.  

 All of the assemblies used for this robot were taken into consideration even for the competition 

one. Thus, testing them at demonstrative competitions would help us decide if they would be good 

enough after certain improvements or if we needed to change them altogether. 

Figure 38 - Foundation grabber in locked position Figure 37 - Foundation grabber in released position 
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We only had the opportunity to work on the main mechanism presented below, but this system 

proved efficient enough to get ourselves decent results in the demonstration matches.  

 

Robot components: 

 

The chassis: 

We decided to stick with last year’s 

chassis, which suited our requirements as a 

stable framework for the future prototypes. 

Our familiarity with its structural flaws and 

major points gave us confidence, a fact which 

allowed us to focus on the assemblies.  

This chassis is very versatile, as all of 

the components necessary for the 

transmission are kept below the mechanisms, 

including one REV expansion hub solely used 

for the wheel motors (Figure 39 - Chassis). 

 

 

To power the mecanum wheels on the chassis that we designed last season, we used four 

40:1 motors which were attached to it 

with 4 motor mounts. We also opted 

for a chain-based transmission with a 

1:2 ratio gear reduction, using Ninja 

Star sprockets with 16 ridges on the 

wheel’s shaft and Ninja Star sprockets 

with 32 ridges on the motor axis. On 

each Ninja Sprocket we attached a D 

Bore Double Boss Nub, 6 mm in size. 

The reason for doing so was that the 

“D”-shaped bore doesn’t allow the 

sprocket to rotate on the axis. With the 

help of this transmission we generated 

a much faster movement of the wheels 

that would help us score faster during 

the matches. 

 

    Even though it is adaptable, we decided that this chassis is less fitting for this year’s 

theme than the chassis that is presented at page IV-2. The reasons for this decision can be found 

at said page. 

 

Figure 39 - Chassis 

Figure 40 - Placement of motors on chassis 
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Collection and placing mechanism:    

We wanted to build a tower of around 4 stones in height, so we opted for a mechanism 

capable of lifting stones at different heights. For this we had the option to use a linear motion 

mechanism or an arm that rotates around a shaft describing a circle (Figure 41 - Collection arm). 

We decided to try the latter, as we had never made a mechanism of this kind before. 

 

 

Thus, the mechanism that we devised is used for both collecting and placing the stones 

on the foundation. It resembles an arm, consisting of: 

• a frame which supports the arm element; 

• the arm element; 

• a gripper used for catching and dropping the stone. 

 

To support the mechanism presented below (Figure 43) we had to build a resistant frame 

which would sustain the shaft (the axis of rotation for the arm). For this, we used 2 parallel C 

channels, fixed to the chassis with L brackets and Tetrix screws (Figure 42 or Figure 44). 

Figure 41 - Collection arm 
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Being a mechanism that rotates around a shaft, it will undergo high torque stress, a fact 

which also determined the change of the original aluminum shaft. Thus, it is important to calculate 

this value in order to know what gear ratio to use. We found out that a gear ratio of 2:5 will suffice 

for a 60:1 ratio NeveRest motor used for moving a structure of 41 cm (16.14 in) and 1000 g - for a 

C channel used to support the gripper and increase its range, that is. 

The stall torque of a 60:1 NeveRest motor is approx. 3.7 N*m and the drive ratio is 5:2 

resulting in a final torque of 9.25 N*m. The torque supported by the shaft is equal to 4.1 N*m (as 

calculated in the figure above). 

 

The gripper is made to move around two axes: 

• The first axis is a translation of the ground one, since the stone should be kept parallel to the 

ground; for this, we used one servo that supports the rest of the assembly.  

• The second is around its own axis, so that it can catch a stone in any position and create a 

tower pattern with ease; this was also accomplished with a servo. 

 

Figure 43 - The gripper 
Figure 42 - Frame 
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For picking up the stone, we used 2 servos to move 2 brackets. 

When testing the shaft used for rotating the arm mechanism, we learned that this frame wasn’t 

stable enough, so 2 transversal L profiles fixed to the chassis with a C channel were added to support the 

frame. 

 

 

    As mentioned above, (we wanted to make 

a lighter weight mechanism) for our collecting 

mechanism we needed to change the shaft that 

actions the arm. In our first attempt we used an 8mm 

aluminum shaft. After finishing the structure and 

fixing the arm on the shaft, we tested the mechanism 

and identified a problem in the axle, most probably 

due to a static radial overload suffered by the shaft.  

 

For the shaft, the better alternative was using 

a steel one, which will make for a heavier but more 

efficient system. Even though for this robot the 

weight is irrelevant - because we didn’t use the 

outside plates used for marking the sponsors and 

team number and due to the lack of secondary 

mechanisms, it weighs way below the limit. 

 

We had the opportunity to gain new 

information that would allow us to get the best out of 

the assemblies. For instance, we learned that, even though lighter weight components can prove useful 

when desiring to build a light mechanism, they are usually not as durable and resistant to high loads. It is 

important to know in which situations we ought to opt for greater overload capacity and structural 

integrity and in which situations, for lighter mass. This piece of information in particular was crucial in 

developing the robot in its final shape. 

Figure 44 
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When prototyping the gripper, we faced several problems. Below will be an overview of said 

issues and the solutions that we came up with. 

• The gripper’s ability of catching and maintaining a stone 

o Identified problem:  

The two pieces of plexiglass that we first used when prototyping the gripper proved inefficient in 

catching the stone and maintaining it in a constant position. This was caused by the lack of resistance and 

adherence provided by the material, in spite of its thickness of 3 mm. 

 

o Solution: 

For strengthening the finger, we could either use a narrow sheet of 2mm aluminum Tetrix flat 

profile, overlap another piece of plexiglass or use a thicker type. We decided to cut new brackets of 4 mm 

plexiglass. 

To solve the adherence issue, the fiction had to be increased. Thus, we fixed one more piece of 4 

mm plexiglass on each bracket with 2 Tetrix screws and kep nuts. Then, we covered them with elastic 

bands. The thinking process is that the plates will extend the contact surface between the gripper and the 

arm, whereas the elastic bands would increase friction.  

 

• The swing movement of the gripper  

o Identified problem:  

In order to constantly keep the gripper parallel to the ground, we used a servo. The problem was 

that the entire weight of the gripper was supported by said servo and its shaft. With the servo being fixed 

to the C channel with a C channel and a flat profile, the entire gripper would swing uncontrollably during 

robot movement.  

Moreover, the gripper would continue to swing due to the servo that rotates it on the X plane, 

which was supported inefficiently with one 2mm aluminum L profile bracket fixed to its mount. 

 

o Solution: 

To alleviate this problem, we used the shape 

of the C channel to our advantage - we fixed the 

servo with the mount to the exterior of the profile 

and used a shaft extension. In the image below, you 

can see the differences before and after this change. 

To finally solve the issue, we also used a rope 

to stabilize the gripper, as seen in the third picture.  
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Mechanism for picking stones during the autonomous: 

The mechanism mentioned above is not a viable option for the autonomous mode. Therefore, we 

decided to make another little assembly solely used for the transition of the stone from the loading to the 

building zone.  

This mechanism has 2 main components: a claw made from 2 aluminum L profiles connected to a 

7 cm TETRIX flat bar with a 3 cm TETRIX max flat and a servo that acts the claw and is fixed to the chassis 

with an aluminum servo mount. 

 

Changes brought to the original mechanism: 

 

An element that is both actioned by the servo and fixed on its arm will most likely produce torque 

that may affect the servo’s shaft, breaking its gearbox. To handle this torque, we made an extension of the 

shaft using a Tetrix C bracket, 2 copper bushings and a 6mm shaft. The bracket is fixed to the chassis by 2 

socket head American screws- fastened with kep nuts. This is used as a shaft support providing 2 fix 

points, improving the stability of the shaft and reducing the risk of failure and deformation. The shaft is 

connected to the servo with a 6 mm bore hub fixed to the servo arm. 

 

This structure increases the lifespan and functional quality of the servo because now it is not the 

servo shaft that supports all the dynamic load from the movement, but the extension.  

    Another change concerning this mechanism is that in the later demos we stopped using it for 

moving the foundation, due to its narrow contact surface. Rather, we devised the mechanism below. 

 

Mechanism for moving the foundation: 

The purpose of this system was to move the foundation, as it provided an extended 

contact surface, using a Tetrix C channel actioned by 2 servos. As specified in the disadvantages 

section below, this mechanism will most likely be a solution for our main robot, but slightly 

changed. 

Disadvantages 

 

The experience with this robot brought various issues to our attention.  

Starting with the chassis, we discovered that if the center of the robot does not coincide 

with the center of gravity, the wheels will move at different speeds, individually and 

asymmetrically, giving the robot a very irregular rotation which will cause it to move in curves 

instead of rotating around its axis. This problem arose when the robot’s arm was extended, but it 

was easily solved by the drivers, just by retracting the arm in the robot (image below). 
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A passive mechanism such as our robot’s arm costs a lot of dead time during a match, due 

to its shortcoming on the intake. 

A countermeasure to this flaw was to ask the allied team beforehand to bring the stones 

to us. This way, our robot would be able to simply place them on the foundation. We deemed this 

scenario unacceptable during the 

actual competition, as we felt that we 

should not rely on the other team to 

help us - each of the teams has their 

own strategy after all, and it would be 

irresponsible to further burden them. 

 

    Generally, this robot 

provided us with great insight into this 

year’s theme that would help us design 

the final competition robot. 
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Programming 
Department 
 

Code Evolution 
This section’s purpose is to illustrate the technical evolution of the code throughout this season. 

For other departments, this section is structured in 3 milestones, those being the 3 demos we participated 

in. However, this layout does not suit the programming department because the amount of work is not 

evenly spread over these milestones. 

We will first explain the general code layout for each version of our code (that is before the winter 

refactoring - see page III-28 - and after).  

In the In-Depth View subsection, we will get into each task the robot has to do, explaining how 

we’ve implemented the code before and after the refactoring. 

For a more detailed changelog of the functionality of the robot, visit “Sprint Sessions” section on 

page III-1. 

 

General Code Layout 

Before Refactoring 

Initially, we used a similar code structure to the one we had used in previous years (see 

Figure 45). 

At the base of our code, we had the RobotHardware class, an abstract class which 

extended the LinearOpMode class, in order to enable the daughter classes to function as proper 

OpModes. RobotHardware contained the initialization of the hardware components of the robot, 

as well as a couple of variables and basic functions, all of which were needed in the 

AutonomousMain and DriverMain daughter-classes. 

The DriverMain class consisted of the necessary functions for the robot and gamepads to 

operate during the driver-controlled part of the match. Moreover, this class contained the 

runOpMode() function in which the functions are called and executed. 

The AutonomousMain class acted as a library for all of the functions needed for 

autonomous movement and skystone detection, along with four “special” functions representing 

the different sets of functions to be executed, depending on the robot’s starting position. 

AutonomousMain was an abstract class which branched out into 8 daughter-classes (pictured in 

the diagram), each consisting of their appropriate op-mode function and a specified parking 

location.  
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Figure 45 
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However, this approach resulted in an overload of disorganized classes, making the code 

hard to read and to navigate. 

After Refactoring 

The second time around, we had a much more object-oriented approach to our code 

structure, not only making the code easier to peruse, but also easier to update and modify as we 

make modifications to our robot.  

We can split the class hierarchy into 2 main trees: OpMode classes and Robot-related 

classes. See Figure 46. 

An OpMode class is any class that extends OpMode and its purpose is to be executed by 

the FTC app 

Robot-related classes contain the necessary functions to control the robot. These classes 

will be instantiated in the runOpMode() function of the appropriate OpMode class (where the 

code is actually executed)    

 By doing this we ended up with the following Robot-related classes: 

Subsystem classes (SkystoneArm, FoundationGrabber, IntakeMechanism): these classes 

contain the initialization of the hardware components and functions needed to power each 

mechanism accordingly 

VuforiaThread: this classes serves the purpose of identifying the Skystone’s location, using 

the provided Vuforia Navigation tool; the class extends the Thread class, for we want the skystone 

detection process to run on a separate thread from the other Robot-related commands in order to 

make the code more efficient 

MecanumDrive: this class is responsible for the chassis movement; it does so by 

instantiating an object of the SampleMecanumDriveBase type (provided by the AcmeRobotics 

Roadrunner tool, more about that on page IV-41), and using the functions provided in this class to 

power the motors appropriately 

Robot: this class basically “assembles” the robot by instantiating an object-type of each 

system class mentioned previously; the Robot class is then instantiated in the OpMode classes. 

Here’s an example: 
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Figure 46 
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public class ExampleOpModeClass extends LinearOpMode { 
   //We create an object of class Robot 
   private Robot robot; 

 
   @Override 
   public void runOpMode() throws InterruptedException { 

 
       //Here we instantiate the robot 
       robot = new Robot(...); 

 
       waitForStart(); 

 
       //Now we can use the functions from the robot class to control the robot 
       robot.drive.setPoseEstimate(...); 

 
       robot.drive.followTrajectorySync(robot.drive.trajectoryBuilder() 
               .splineTo(...) 
               .build()); 

 
       robot.drive.waitForIdle(); 
   } 
} 

 

Robot Movement 

Before Refactoring 

For powering the wheel motors, we used a series of functions, each one having a distinct 

purpose. For starters, all movement functions were derived from (or used) one of these 2 

functions: SetWheelsPower() or StrafeWithAngle(). 

 

protected void SetWheelsPower(double speedFR, double speedFL, double speedBR, double 
speedBL){ 

   MotorFR.setPower(speedFR); 
   MotorBR.setPower(speedBR); 
   MotorFL.setPower(speedFL); 
   MotorBL.setPower(speedBL); 
} 

 

protected void StrafeWithAngle(double angle, double rotate, double speed) { 
   //transform angle to vectors 
   double drive = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(angle)); 
   double strafe = Math.cos(Math.toRadians(angle)); 

 
   CalculateMecanumResult(drive, strafe); 
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   double FLBRNormal = FLBRResult; 
   double FRBLNormal = FRBLResult; 

 
   
   speed = Range.clip(speed, 0, 0.9); 
    
   MotorFL.setPower(Range.clip(SpeedFLBR + rotate, -speed, speed)); 
   MotorFR.setPower(Range.clip(SpeedFRBL - rotate, -speed, speed)); 
   MotorBL.setPower(Range.clip(SpeedFRBL + rotate, -speed, speed)); 
   MotorBR.setPower(Range.clip(SpeedFLBR - rotate, -speed, speed)); 
} 

 

This snippet shows the two functions. It is important to note that the second function 

takes an angle as a parameter and then transforms that in “wheel vectors” so that the chassis 

moves in the desired direction. 

 

    We will now briefly mention the other movement functions: 

• StrafeWithEncoders(angle, speed, ticks)  

A function that uses in-built encoders to track position 

• StrafeToObstacle(target distance) 

A function that makes the robot stop at a certain distance from an object, as recorded by 2 

ultrasonic range sensors 

• StrafeUntilColor(speed, angle, sensor to query, lower HUE limit, upper HUE limit) 

A function that makes the robot move until a certain colour is recorded by a colour sensor 

• RotateRelative(degrees to rotate) 

A function that rotates the robot, relative to the initial rotation of the robot (before this 

function is called) 

 

All of these functions were coded with a self-correcting system for angle error. That is to say, if 

the robot leaves its trajectory, it will be corrected. This error is recorded by the gyroscope. 

 

AngleIterator++; 
if(AngleIterator >= AngleReset) { 
   RotateReset(); 
   StrafeWithAngle(angle, 0, speed); 
   AngleIterator = 0; 
} 
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    A simple example of these functions used together would be: 

 

RotateRelative(180); 
StrafeWithEncoders(180, 0.3, 150); sleep(100); 
StrafeWithEncoders(-90, 0.4, 350); sleep(100); RotateReset(); 
StrafeUntilColor(0.17, -90, ColorSide, 1 , 16 , false); RotateReset(); 

 

After Refactoring 

As we stated in the general layout subsection, this approach was quite messy and did not 

respect a well-defined object-oriented structure. Moreover, we implemented Roadrunner (read 

more about it on page) which already came with a bunch of movement functions and a class 

hierarchy that was much more to our liking. The idea and concepts of Roadrunner are explained 

on the page mentioned above. 

In the main op-mode, we have a robot object that has a subsystem (or object) of type 

MecanumDrive named drive. This class contains a TrajectoryBuilder and a TrajectoryFollower.  

These are some path-building functions from trajectoryBuilder: 

• lineTo(target vector2d, interpolator) 

A function that constructs a line from the current position to the target position 

 

robot.drive.trajectoryBuilder() 
       .lineTo(new Vector2d(0, 1), new LinearInterpolator(Math.toRadians(-90))) 
       .build(); 
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• splineTo(target pose2d, interpolator) 

A function that constructs a spline starting from the current pose and ending at the target 

pose (spline rotation is based on starting and ending pose rotation) 

 

robot.drive.trajectoryBuilder() 
       .splineTo(new Pose2d(1, 2, Math.toRadians(0)), new ConstantInterpolator()) 
       .build(); 

 

 

• build() 

This function tells the compiler that the trajectory building has ended. The above-

mentioned functions (as well as all other path-building functions) can be concatenated to make a 

complex trajectory (Figure 47). 

 

robot.drive.trajectoryBuilder() 
       .lineTo(new Vector2d(0, 1), new LinearInterpolator(Math.toRadians(-90))) 
       .splineTo(new Pose2d(1, 2, Math.toRadians(0)), new ConstantInterpolator()) 
       .build(); 
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The trajectoryFollower has only one function, that is followTrajectory(trajectory to follow). 

The trajectories built with the trajectoryBuilder will not be followed unless followTrajectory is 

called on that trajectory. 

 

Trajectory traj = robot.drive.trajectoryBuilder() 
       .lineTo(new Vector2d(0, 1), new LinearInterpolator(Math.toRadians(-90))) 
       .splineTo(new Pose2d(1, 2, Math.toRadians(0)), new ConstantInterpolator()) 
       .build(); 

 
//Robot will do nothing 

 
robot.drive.followTrajectory(traj); 

 
//Robot moves  

 

     

 Odometry 

All of these movements are accurate due to the odometry system (read more about the 

mechanical side on page ...). From a coding perspective, this subsystem (called localizer) is a part 

(an object) of the drive object discussed earlier. All of the work is done automatically by the 

library. The only thing we must take care of is extending from a localizer class, mapping the 

encoders and overriding a function: 

Figure 47 - Composite trajectory 
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super(Arrays.asList( 
       new Pose2d(0, -LATERAL_DISTANCE / 2, 0), // right wheel distance from center in inch 
       new Pose2d(FORWARD_OFFSET, 0, Math.toRadians(90)) // front wheel distance from 

center in inch 
)); 

 
rightEncoder = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get("LeftEncoder"); 
middleEncoder = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get("MiddleEncoder");  

 

Behind the scenes, every time the encoder moves, ticks are registered. When the robot 

needs to move a certain distance, these measurements are compared to the target distance and 

used for other PID equations. 

 

Skystone Detection 

Before Refactoring 

Before the winter break, we decided that using the phone camera (and subsequently an 

image recognition AI) was much harder and was not worth the struggle. We thought that, since 

the Skystones have a different color than the normal stones, we could use a color sensor to 

identify them. 

So that’s what we did. We attached a color sensor to the side of the robot and 

programmed a function that queries a sensor and takes 2 HUE extremes as arguments. If the 

sensor detects a color that is between HUE A and HUE B then the function returns true. 

 

//Function that questions the selected sensor for the selected color 
protected boolean CheckForColor(sensorClass SensorToQuestion, int HUE_A , int HUE_B){ 
   int COLOR_NOW = SensorToQuestion.readHue(); 

 
  //Check if the color is in between the specified values 
   if(COLOR_NOW >= HUE_A && COLOR_NOW <= HUE_B){ 
       return true; 
   }else{ 
       return false; 
   } 
} 

 

We then used this function together with the movement ones, to create the compound 

function StrafeUntilColor() that we discussed in the movement functions: 

 

protected void StrafeUntilColor(...){ 
   StrafeWithAngle(...); 
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   while(!CheckForColor(SensorToQuestion, HUE_A , HUE_B) && opModeIsActive()){ 

 
         ... 

 
         idle(); 
   } 

 
   StopWheels(); 
} 

 

Using these 2 functions we could detect the skystone and grab it with moderate precision. 

Here is an example of the robot moving until it encounters a skystone and then grabbing it: 

 

//Move until you detect something black (9 - 16) 
StrafeUntilColorAlpha(0.25, 0, ColorSide, 9 , 16); 

 
//Lower the skystone arm 
ServoArm.setPosition(0.1); 
sleep(100);  

 

After Refactoring 

Noticing that the sensor would sometimes mistake the space between 2 stones as a 

Skystone, we reconsidered using image recognition AI. We have chosen to use Vuforia over 

TensorFlow for this, after we tested both and decided that Vuforia was much more accurate. 

In order to justify implementing it into our code, we had to run Vuforia and make 

movements with our robots at the same time. Because of this, we decided to execute these two 

tasks in separate threads, hence our usage of Multithreading. 

 

Image Recognition 

Vuforia AI is an open-source image-recognition AI provided by FTC. It works by reading a 

video stream from a camera and transforming each frame into an OpenGL matrix. This matrix is 

then analyzed by the AI which returns the following fields: 

▪ If the loaded object is visible to the camera 

▪ If there are more loaded objects are visible, which one is it 

▪ The position of the robot relative to the object 

Using these returned fields, the robot can go get the Skystones and position itself by 

identifying game elements or VuMarks. 
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We used an example class provided by the FTC app as the basis for our custom 

VuforiaThread class. In this class we initialize the Vuforia AI and then query the returned fields. 

Here are the interface functions that the VuforiaThread class provides: 

▪ isSkystoneVisible() - this function returns whether the AI has recognized the skystone 

from the input video stream 

▪ getSkystoneVec(robot position) - this function returns the position in X, Y coordinates 

of the skystone relative to the field center 

 

Here is an example of how we combined movement and Vuforia into our code: 

//Analyze stones until a skystone is found 
while (!found && opModeIsActive()){ 
   found = robot.vuforiaLocalizer.isSkystoneVisible(); 
   idle(); 
} 

 
if(found) { 
   Trajectory robotToSkystone = robot.drive.trajectoryBuilder() 
           .strafeTo(robot.vuforiaLocalizer.getSkystoneVec(robot.drive.getPoseEstimate())) 
           .build(); 

 
   //go to skystone 
   robot.drive.followTrajectorySync(robotToSkystone); 

 
   //get skystone 
   robot.skystoneArm.ArmDown(); 
}  

 

     

Multithreading 

Multithreading in Java is a process of executing multiple threads simultaneously. A thread 

is a lightweight sub-process, the smallest unit of processing. Multiprocessing and multithreading, 

both are used to achieve multitasking. 

In order to efficiently analyze the input from the camera, the above mentioned class 

VuforiaThread is, most obviously, a thread. That means that the task of identifying images (a quite 

time consuming one) is done in parallel with any other action. This way, the robot does not wait 

for Vuforia to initialize, it merely collects what this thread is spewing constantly, while it moves 

and does other things. 

 

Subsystem Movement 

For the mechanical subsystem description, visit page IV-17. 
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Before Refactoring 

Using the non-object-oriented layout that we explained earlier, the only way we could 

integrate functionality for additional subsystems was through functions placed inside the 

RobotHardware or DriverMode class. These functions contained the instructions to move the 

motors or servos of the subsystem. Here is an example function for the FoundationArm: 

 

protected void moveFoundationArm (boolean up) { 
   if (up) { 
       ServoTavaLeft.setPosition(1); 
       ServoTavaRight.setPosition(0.1); 
   } 
   else { 
       ServoTavaLeft.setPosition(0.1); 
       ServoTavaRight.setPosition(1); 
   } 
} 

 

We would then use these functions, together with the other functions in the runOpMode 

of the same class they were defined in. The initialization of the hardware was done in the 

RobotHardware class. 

 After Refactoring 

The system from before the refactoring was messy and inconvenient. We had a lot of 

movement functions already, and mixing them with the subsystem ones was not only visually 

disturbing, but it was contributing to a horrific code layout. 

When we decided that it was time to rewrite all of our code from scratch and use an 

object-oriented layout, we thought of a simple way to introduce new subsystems. Each subsystem 

has its own class and is instantiated in the Robot class. All of the functionality of the subsystem 

must be contained in the class. This is true for every other Robot-related class.  

Let’s take for example the FoundationGrabber (the equivalent of the previous example) 

and its usage. 
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public class FoundationGrabber { 
   private Servo servoLeft; 
   private Servo servoRight; 

 
   public FoundationGrabber(HardwareMap hardwareMap) { 
       ... 
   } 

 
   public void Grab(){ 
       servoLeft.setPosition(1); 
       servoRight.setPosition(0); 
   } 

 
   public void Release(){ 
       servoLeft.setPosition(0); 
       servoRight.setPosition(1); 
   } 
} 

 

And it’s usage in the Robot class: 

public class Robot { 
   //Subsystems 
   ... 
   public FoundationGrabber foundationGrabber; 
   ... 

 
   public Robot(HardwareMap hardwareMap) { 
       foundationGrabber = new FoundationGrabber(hardwareMap); 
       ... 
   } 
} 

 

As you can see, the code is much clearer and organized. Every functionality related to the 

FoundationGrabber is contained in that class. Now we can use 

 

robot.foundationGrabber.Grab(); 

     

In any OpMode class to control the subsystem. 

 

Our full code is available at: https://github.com/RoboSapiens-Programare/cod-

skystone-2020.git 
  

https://github.com/RoboSapiens-Programare/cod-skystone-2020.git
https://github.com/RoboSapiens-Programare/cod-skystone-2020.git
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AcmeRobotics RoadRunner 
Roadrunner is a Kotlin library for planning 2D mobile robot paths and trajectories designed for 

FTC.  

It is composed of multiple elements, namely: 

 

PID Control 

 

A proportional–integral–derivative controller (PID controller or three-term controller) is a 

control loop mechanism employing feedback that is widely used in industrial control systems and 

a variety of other applications requiring continuously modulated control. It continuously calculates 

an error value e(t) as the difference between a desired setpoint (SP) and a measured process 

variable (PV) and applies a correction based on proportional, integral and derivative terms 

(denoted P, I, and D), hence the name. 

Term P is proportional to the current value of the SP − PV error e(t). For example, if the 

error is large and positive, the control output will be proportionately large and positive. 

Term I accounts for past values of the SP − PV error and integrates them over time to 

produce the I term. For instance, if there is a residual SP − PV error after the application of 

proportional control, the integral term seeks to eliminate the residual error by adding a control 

effect due to the historic cumulative value of the error.  

Term D is an estimate of the future trend of the SP − PV error, based on its current rate of 

change. It is effectively seeking to reduce the effect of the SP − PV error by exerting a control 

influence generated by the rate of error change. The more rapid the change, the greater the 

controlling or dampening effect. 

The real art of PID control is tuning the gains. This is traditionally done manually using a 

graph of the error over time or observing the plant's behavior directly. Typically, one starts with a 

pure P loop. With a high enough gain, the output should oscillate around the setpoint. If the 

controller is unable to reach the setpoint over a long period of time (this is called steady-state 

error), it may help to add more integral action. This is often the case with static friction or 

significant inertia relative to the actuator force. Once the oscillations are centered around the 

setpoint, increasing the derivative gain can dampen the oscillations while still reaching the 

setpoint in the same amount of time. 
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Coordinate Frames 

In order to describe 2D motion, we need a consistent global coordinate frame. Within this 

global frame, the robot's position can be described using typical Cartesian (x,y) coordinates. In 

addition to the linear position, the robot has a heading θ defined as the angle between the front 

of the robot and the global x-axis.  

Vector (vector2d): The position of the robot in Cartesian (x,y) coordinates. 

Pose (pose2d): The combination between the robot’s position (a vector) and its rotation. 

Parametric Paths 

With a clear coordinate system in place, paths can be specified at a global level (i.e., not 

'go forward 60 inches and turn 45 degrees right'). Complex, abstract paths can now be devised 

without having to explicitly consider the robot velocities necessary to execute them. 

Lines: These paths describe a motion state that is stable for a certain duration. 

Splines: In addition to lines, there are built-in quintic splines. Unlike lines, splines can 

assume a variety of curved shapes. The shape of the spline is controlled by waypoints on either 

end that specify the desired position, first derivative, and second derivative. 

Heading Interpolation: This is used for combining motion with rotation. 

PathBuilder: This is used for combining the elements above in a single complex path. 

 

Trajectories 

Now it is time to combine paths with the motion profiles from earlier. Road Runner calls 

this composition a trajectory. Then we can use a trajectory follower to give power to the motors 

so that it moves accordingly. 

 

Localizer 

A localizer is the software counterpart of a physical odometry system (check it out on 

page IV-14). It is used to calculate and to track robot movement during trajectories. 

A localizer can have either 3 encoders (equipped with unpowered wheels), or 2 encoders 

and one gyroscope. 

These are the requirements so that the robot can measure both linear movement and 

rotation. If the localizer had only 2 wheels, it could not distinguish between a rotation and a linear 

trajectory.  
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In the picture above you can see the 2 ways you can build a localizer. The distance 

between the wheels and the robot center is crucial when calculating the robot position. These 

distances (x/2, x/2, y) or (x/2, y) need to be filled when creating the localizer class. 

With these distances set, the localizer class provides one all-inclusive function that is 

called getPoseEstimate() that returns the pose2d of the robot. Using this function, the 

MecanumDrive builds motion profiles and corrects errors. 

Because a trajectory is dependent on the starting position of the robot (the end of the 

trajectory is expressed in an absolute vector - relative to the field center), the motion profile is 

calculated based on the measurements of the localizer. 

During the execution of a trajectory, the localizer is responsible for correcting errors and 

serves as input for the PID equations.  

 

Mecanum Drive 

The Mecanum Drive Base class acts as an access point to the aforementioned elements, 

grouping all of them together with the purpose of making them easy to use and to encapsulate 

the functionality of the chassis. 

This class is to be extended in order to tailor it for each individual chassis. 

Mecanum Drive also collects real-time data about the robot's position and movement as it 

follows a predetermined trajectory. This information is then used to update the Dashboard 

interface in order to illustrate the robot’s movement. 

 

Dashboard 

The roadrunner library comes pre-equipped with a graphical user interface called 

Dashboard, to ease the PID calibration process and to make trajectory building much more 

intuitive. 
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This interface is built upon the above-mentioned MecanumDrive interface and serves as a 

command and control web application. It is hosted on the Robot Controller phone and displays 

live data and statistics regarding the robot. 

 

Here is a screenshot of the GUI. It shows not only the live position of the robot, but the 

error graph as well. Moreover, live variable adjustments are possible, which significantly reduces 

the coding time. 

 

You can find the documentation for the road-runner library at: 
https://acme-robotics.gitbook.io/road-runner/ 

https://acme-robotics.gitbook.io/road-runner/
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CAD Department 
The Chassis Design Concept 

This chassis is made from 2 plates, each built from 2 mm aluminum sheet, dimensions presented 

on page IV-2.  

Each plate presents an additional structure used for fixing peripheral mechanisms (presented in 

detail on the Building section). These structures are made by bending the aluminum sheet (a process 

made possible at the lab that cut the plates). Along its length, it has a pattern made using the dimensions 

of the Tetrix profiles (see element “A” from the image on the right of the page), due to their presence in 

our applications and their versatility. 

The 2 plates, one for the interior (see page IV-2 for the technical drawing) and one for the 

exterior, have almost the same configuration. The main differences are: 

• 2 additional extrusions 

on the interior part of 

the interior plate, to 

the aluminum sheet 

that will sustain the 

motors. 

• One further row of 

holes added to the 

interior plate (interior 

numbers 11,12 and 

13) 

Purpose of every hole: 

Other than the ones 

specified above, the rest are symmetrical. The image on the side provides every hole with a designated 

number (we noted just one half of the chassis because every plate is symmetrical): 

1- used to link to opposite plates (interior and exterior), method explained at page IV-2, chapter 

“Chassis”, Building section. 

2,3 and 4- are fixing points for the lateral panels used in the competition to mark the team 

number and sponsors. 

5- these elongated holes were not used this season, but have the purpose to help when adjusting 

the transmission of the drivetrain in case of need.  

6-the holes from the center are used to fix the side encoder wheel, used in the odometry, to 

support both the wheels and encoder shaft. 

7-this elongated hole are used to adjust the position of the wheels 
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8-this elongated hole are used to adjust the position of the motors 

9 and 10- this last row of holes was not used 

1’, 2’ and 3’- are thought to help fix the odometry support and are only present on the inside 

plate, in the end we used different mounts, because we found a better encoder option that is not 

compatible with our previous plan. For more details see page IV-14, odometry, and III-1 meetings and 

sprints section to see the progress of this system. 

A- the model used for the side element, with the dimensions of the Tetrix profiles pattern. 
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